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BUYING OR SELLING A PROPERTY?

While
internet is
open, we are
open !

Our staff continues to
answer your requests from their home.
CONTACT OUR BRITTANY TEAM
brittany-team@leggett.fr - 05 53 60 84 88
WWW.LEGGETTFRANCE.COM
z 14 000 property listings z 2 500 virtual tours z 700 videos

Cover:

Plums

MOBILE NAIL SERVICES

EVERY FRIDAY AT SALON FEELING IN GOURIN

Watercolour
by
Bethan Lewis

Nail extensions, Acrylics, UV Gels, Manicures, Pedicures,
Semi Permanent colours, etc....
information or appointments: 06 12 14 30 90
or mail: infogems2020@gmail.com
Facebook Gems Nails/Ongles Instagram gems_nails_ongles

see article pages 32-33

EVERYTHING FOR BEAUTIFUL NAILS!!

White goods, consoles, telephones,

www.bs-buyandsell.eu

DVDs, CDs, tools, PCs, printers,

8-10 Rue des Martyrs
22160 Callac

Inks, televisions, bicycles,
Furniture, and much more.

WE BUY – WE SELL – WE DELIVER

* IF WE HAVEN’T GOT IT, WE WILL GET IT *

SAME DAY DELIVERY
WE NOW OFFER FULL / PART HOUSE CLEARANCE SERVICE

WE TURN YOUR UNWANTED GOODS INTO CASH!
Email: sales@bs-buyandsell.eu

Tel: 02.96.45.58.35
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Brexit: Is your money, and your adviser,
in the right place?

105-fr

05 49 75 07 24 niort@blevinsfranks.com www.blevinsfranks.com
Blevins Franks Group is represented in France by the following companies: Blevins Franks Financial Management Limited (BFFM) and Blevins Franks France SASU (BFF). BFFM is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK, reference number 179731.
Where advice is provided outside the UK, via the Insurance Distribution Directive or the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II, the applicable regulatory system differs in some respects from that of the UK. Blevins Franks France SASU (BFF), is registered with ORIAS,
registered number 07 027 475, and authorised as “Conseil en Investissements Financiers” and “Courtiers d’Assurance” Category B (register can be consulted on www.orias.fr). Member of ANACOFI-CIF. BFF’s registered office: 1 rue Pablo Neruda, 33140 Villenave d’Ornon –
RCS BX 498 800 465 APE 6622Z. Garantie Financière et Assurance de Responsabilité Civile Professionnelle conformes aux articles L 541-3 du Code Monétaire et Financier and L512-6 and 512-7 du Code des Assurances (assureur MMA). Blevins Franks Tax Limited provides
taxation advice; its advisers are fully qualified tax specialists. This promotion has been approved and issued by BFFM.
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Musée de la Résistance en Argoat
Pôle de l’Étang-Neuf 22480 St-Connan

Exhibition
Communication
and Transmissions
in the Resistance
between 1940
and 1944

AUG
Entry 2€ / free -12 yrs old / 10am-6pm / food on site.

13th July to
15th December
2020
www.etangneuf
bretagne.com
02 96 47 17 66

Autumn
Plant Sale

50% off

everything

4th, 5th & 6th September
10am - 5pm
Le Grand Crenard Nursery, Crenard Bras

22570 Lescouet-Gouarec
Contact Marie: 02 96 24 93 62
bowen.ken@hotmail.co.uk
gps 48.168594,-3.191085

www.thecbj.com
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Editorial 5

Editorial

I

have been receiving a copy of the Le Figaro
newspaper most weekends since the beginning
of the lockdown, and one thing that has been
of ongoing interest is when the editorial staff ask
one of the eminent French philosophers, who
regularly feature in the paper, whether or not they
think that Covid 19 will bring about the end of
civilisation. Answers vary. Whatever the case, it
does seem that the response to the virus has had a
devastating impact upon the social fabric of local
life, and that is a worrying development. So far, the
Journal has still been able to play a role in bringing
people together, testified by the range and diversity
displayed once again in this month's issue, and, if
possible, I would like it to continue and develop in
that role.
Richard Griffiths makes the point in On and Off
the Beaten Track (page 22) that "there is no substitute for personal" and, in keeping with that principle, the CBJ office is manned (with real people)
from Monday to Friday mornings from 9 to 12.
Everyone is welcome to get in touch, particularly
with ideas for how to maintain and re-build a mutually-supportive society as anxieties about Covid,
GL
and other issues, continue to unfold.

Central Brittany Journal

Tel: 02 96 21 58 40 / 09 63 28 36 71 9-12 Mon-Fri

Advertising: info@thecbj.com / thecbj@orange.fr
Whats On: whatson@thecbj.com
Letters: letters@thecbj.com
Central Brittany Journal, B.P. 4, 22160 Callac, France. Editor: Gareth Lewis info@thecbj.com
Deadline for classified ads: 20th of the month.

The Central Brittany Journal. Published monthly. Printed by JY Concept, Carhaix. CPPAP No.0323 k 87642

www.thecbj.com
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News

Satellites

Compassion Animaux Bretagne
Charity Indian Banquet, 12th Sept

& MUCH MORE...
AVAILABLE NOW!

Our Geo-Blockers allow you to watch
Catch-Up, on-Demand, Netflix,
Amazon Prime etc and work with
compatible Sky, Freesat
and Smart devices

DON'T DELAY - RING TODAY!
sales@tvbrittany.com

02.97.27.58.50

Compassion Animaux Bretagne plans to host a regular fundraising ‘Dining Evening’ at La P’tite Pause, St Lubin, 22110
Kergrist-Moëlou, starting with an 'Indian Curry Banquet' on
Saturday 12th Sept, at 7pm. Tickets for this evening to raise
money for local refuges and animals in need are only 20€ a
head with drinks extra.
Tickets to be purchased in advance as numbers are limited to
30 to allow for social distancing. In any event of the evening
having to be cancelled a full refund would be given. Contact
Linda at La P’tite Pause or message Compassion Animaux
Bretagne’s email cabcompassion@gmail.com to make your
reservation. Please note as in line with French regulations the
wearing of masks will be mandatory and masks will be available to purchase at the door to support the charity.
Dates of further dining evenings (Italian Night, English Evening, French Cuisine Night, etc.) will be announced shortly,
together with dates for Saturday afternoon quiz & games.
La P’tite Pause, St Lubin, 22110 Kergrist-Moëlou.
Profits will be used to support local animal refuges and animals in need.

AIKB Kermesse
Sunday 23rd August

AIKB will be holding its annual summer fair
again this year – the required covid safety measures in place around the site.
Browse around the stalls, which include gifts,
craft, bric-a-brac, and plants. There will be food
and drinks at the café and bar, music, and a
grand raffle including a handmade patchwork
quilt made by the AIKB textile group. The great
second hand book sale, run by the library will
also be there. Contact Maggie to reserve a stall
on info@aikb.fr
Le Foirail, 22570 Gouarec. The grounds are in
the centre of Gouarec near the Blavet, and the
old railway station. 11am – 5pm. Free entry and
parking.

Bouche B

Organic Food Coop Carhaix 02 98 99 44 96

Fruit & Vegetables - Bread - Wines

O r g a n i c & Fa i r T r a d e R e s tau r a n t
Self-Service Restaurant 12-2 Mon- Sat
Vegetarian and Non-Vegetarian Choice every day
Main meal with Entrée or DesSert - 11€

Meat Counter - Health & Beauty - GM free

Salon de Thé 10am to 7pm

02 98 27 84 55

76 av e V i c to r H u g o 29270 C a r h a i x
www.thecbj.com
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Food & Drink

L’E

picerie Centrale

La P'tite Pause

Bio and
Local Products

St Lubin 22110 Kergrist Moëlou
Friday 10 - 2 AND then 5 - 8 (evening
takeaway fish & chips - reservations only)

12 rue Emile Maze
561610 Guemene-s-Scorff

Tel 09 75 33 49 94

Saturday 10 - 2 Full English Breakfast

Open Mon-Sat 9-13 & 16-19

1st and 3rd Sunday of each month CARVERY
doors open at 12noon. Reservations only.
Find us on Facebook "La P'tite Pause"

Tel: 02 96 24 77 43

LE MOULIN DE PONT SAMOEL

email: laptitepause060617@gmail.com

MA CUISINE

Pont Samoel, 56480, Silfiac Tel: 02 57 72 01 00
Email: lemoulindepontsamoel@gmail.com

Restaurant - Creperie - Bar
Gite D'étape - Camping - Fishing
A la Carte Menu - Fish & Chip Friday - Sunday Carvery
Bar Snacks - Vegetarians catered for.
Entertainment at Weekends.

Brittany Wine
and Beer

Home wine & beer kits ... made easy
Includes All Concentrates,
Equipment, Instructions and
Personal Advice Service.

Booking is recommended to avoid disappointment.

Accommodation for 30 people.
Closed Mon & Tues. Wed - Sun open from Noon.
FB: Le Moulin de Pont Samoël - Ma Cuisine

Hetty's Kitchen

02 96 48 01 04 rogeralan.rd@gmail.com
www.brittanywineandbeer.vistaprintdigital.com

Au fil de l’eau Beau Rivage, Caurel
Pizza Crêperie Grill



Parties catered for. Any occasion or event. (Plan your own Menu)

Lyonnaise Potato Cake p.27
American Macaroni Salad p.27
Banana Chocolate Pots p.27
Pink Fizz p.30

02 96 28 54 72 / 06 63 07 27 95

English Spoken - Panoramic view of the lake
Open every day (except Tues.)
9am – 10pm until March; 8.30am – 11pm March – October

5% Reduction upon presentation of this advert

Le Comptoir Kerbian Farm
Traditional English Butchers
Deli, & British Supermarket.

02 96 24 75 26

www.kerbianfarm.com
www.thecbj.com

Shop open
Tuesday - Friday

2 bis rue du Senechal

Gouarec

10am to 12.30pm & 2pm to 5pm
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Antiques
& Second Hand
At Your Disposal
House clearance Service

Part or complete house clearance
bought for cash.
Damaged or broken
gold or silver items purchased.
Reliable, quick and professional
service guaranteed.
Over 30 years experience.
Please email pictures to:

atyourdisposalfr@gmail.com

House Clearances
Delivery Available - Van 17m3

Areas Covered 22 56 29

Brocante
a Go Go

07 81 11 82 39

lovingfrance76@gmail.com

3 Pen an

Sat 1 - Sun 9 August
1st August - 15th December
Exhibition. Communications and Transmissions in the
Resistance, beween 1940 and 1944. Entry 6€. Open Tuesday
to Friday, 10.30am to 1pm, and 2pm to 6pm, Sunday open 2pm
to 6pm. Musée de la Résistance en Argoat, Pôle de l’Étang-Neuf,
22480 Saint-Connan. (see advert p.4)
Throughout August.
Longere Yard Sale. Dishwasher, fridge-freezers, washing machines, tumble drier, tables, chairs, 5pc suite, wardrobes, dressers, drawers, garden maintenance equipment. Pontivy / Baud. Tel.
or email chatauranga7544@yahoo.co.uk 02 97 27 79 26.

Tel: 0780597475
00447951056395
Buying and Selling of
Second-Hand Furniture

What's On
in August

Croissant, Graces / Guingamp

Furniture old and new, Antiques, Books,
Records, Tools, Ornaments, Fridges,
Freezers and general Brocante.
Buying & selling, house clearances undertaken.

Saturday 1st August
Veterans' Breakfast Club. La P'tite Pause, St Lubin. 10am. Telephone 02 96 24 77 43 to book, or e-mail lapetitepause060617@
gmail.com. Any enquiries telephone Remy Savigar on 02 98 99
77 11.
Sunday 2nd and Tuesday 4th August
Perfect Ten (French title: L’Envolée). Rostrenen Cinema.
Directed by Eva Riley and starring Frankie Box and Alfie Deegan.
Starts 8.30pm. In English with French subtitles.
Sunday 2nd August
Madame Butterfly, by Puccini. Originally performed at Glyndebourne in 2018. Special screening in Callac cinema. Refreshments will be provided. Starts 8pm. Entry 15€, 12€ for children
under 16. Lasts 3 hours with interval.

06 77 47 49 43 ptithub@gmail.com

Saturday 8th August
Grand Bagpipe Concert in the Moustoir stadium, Lorient.
Starts 6pm. Entry 16€, free for children under 7. Tickets on sale
only through FIL online ticketing. Strict health measures will be
enforced. Doors open at 4.30pm.

nursing / care

Vehicle Registration

Open 10-12 & 2-7, closed Sundays.

JD Care Services
siret: 50524791600024

Accompagne medical visits for
communication assistance.
Personal care at home

Social visits by English qualified nurse.

(www.) jdcareservices.fr

06 26 81 88 49

jdcareservices@hotmail.com

Help registering a vehicle in France.
Administrative support for vehicles.

Central Brittany area (Carhaix / Chateauneuf / Huelgoat)

Marie-Josée CONAN

Tel: 06 37 95 54 32
email: 2av29@orange.fr

www.thecbj.com
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Mon 10- Sun 16 August
Saturday 15th August
Festive Wool Day. Stalls, demonstrations, food, refreshments.
Free entry. Bulat Pestivien village centre.

Antiques
& Second Hand

Sunday 16th August
Vide Maison. In L'Enfer, Le-Cloitre-St-Thegonnec, 29410. Starts
10am and crêpes made on site. Tel. 07 77 05 19 39.

Mon 17- Sun 23 August
Tuesday 18th August - Tuesday 15th September
Exhibition of drawings from Tim the Gardener's new book ‘Une
Année avec la Terre’. Cafe-bookshop ‘le Temps qu’il fait’, Mellionnec. Inauguration of expo & book signing on Tuesday 18th
August, at 6pm. Music and refreshments. More info contact
Samuel on 02 96 21 55 97.
Saturday 22nd August.
Curry Sauce Heaven Curry Night. Faouet Gite Complex,
22160 Chapelle-Neuve (10mins from Callac). 5 courses, 15€.
7pm. To book contact 02 96 21 53 47 or curry-sauce-heaven@
hotmail.com.
Sunday 23rd August
AIKB Kermesse. Stalls, food and drinks, music, raffle. The
required covid safety measures will be in place for the safety of
all. Le Foirail, 22570 Gouarec. The grounds are in the centre of
Gouarec near the Blavet, and the old railway station. 11am –
5pm. Free entry and parking. Please contact Maggie to reserve a
stall on info@aikb.fr
Sunday 23rd August.
Craft and Nature Market, Loc-Envel, 22810 (nr Belle-Isle-enTerre). Local artisans present a variety of craft products, including
soap, felt hats, knives, baskets, bird boxes, etc. 10am-6pm. Free
entry. Food and refreshments.

Au Charme d’Antan

BROCANTE
8 rue Emile Mazé,
32 rue Bisson, Guémené-sur-Scorff

Guémené-sur-Scorff

02 97 51 27 41

For opening hours please telephone.

BROCANTE DEJAVU

Open: Tues/Wed/Thurs/Fri-2-5.30pm Sat.10-12am/2-5.30pm

13, Rue de la Gare, Callac 22160
09.73.28.69.11 / 06.02.39.90.51

ITEMS BOUGHT / HOUSE CLEARANCE

BROCANTE
& ANTIQUITÉS
DE CALLAC

Mon 24 - Mon 31 August
Saturday 29th & Sunday 30th August
Plant fair, Village of St-Antoine, 22480 Lanrivain. 10am-6pm.
Food and refreshments on site. Entry 2€ / free for under 12s.
www.lieux-mouvants.com. (See ad p.4)

53, Ancienne Route de Carhaix

Items Bought Direct & Dépôt-Vente

open every day incl. weekends.

September

André Herholdt: andreherholdt58@gmail.com

Saturday 12th September
'Indian Curry Banquet' in aid of animals in need. La P’tite
Pause, St Lubin, 22110 Kergrist-Moëlou. Masks will be mandatory and will be available to purchase at the door. Tickets 20€ to be
bought in advance. Contact Linda at La P’tite Pause or message
cabcompassion@gmail.com.

CBJ Boot Sale update - page 11

06 42 71 21 79 / 02 96 45 98 95

www.thecbj.com
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Help & Advice
Your French assistante

French
Administrative
administrative
at Assistant
your home
Your
French
in your
ownassistante
home:
for all your paperwork

The following concerts are scheduled to take place
at Aux Anges Cafe, Guern.
Sunday 2nd Aug. HIKS
Sunday 9th Aug. TRIO LO’JO
Friday 14th Aug. MOJO MACHINE
Thursday 27th Aug. SOPHIE CAVEZ et BALTAZAR
MONTANARO
Food and bar. Bistrot-Café-concert “AUX ANGES”
Quelven - 56310 GUERN 02 97 27 75 92

administrative
at Registration
your home
Vehicle
and Caravan
for all your paperwork
Help
with paperwork:
Tax, Electricity,
Agreement
to registry
your vehicule
Water,
Notaire,
etc. vehicule
Ch'ty Coz café-brocante, Bulat Pestivien. Every
Agreement to registry your

kristyne.agency56@gmail.comFriday, from 6pm. Food served on the terrace, and a
kristyne.agency56@gmail.com
kristyne.agency56@gmail.com

44
68
06
1515
4468
6898
98 98
0606
15
44

fb: Kristyne.agency

'cocktail of the week'. (Annual closing 17th-30th Aug)

Central Brittany Journal

5656
- TAUPONT
TAUPONT online Business Directory
56
--Taupont

IMPROVE YOUR FRENCH!
French conversation classes with Isabelle
in Collinée and Merdrignac.

6 LEVELS : from Beginners to very Advanced.
We meet each week for 2 hours with a
coffee break.

Do get in touch on 06 80 44 20 16
or isabellemariau@gmail.com

Speak French More Fluently

The Central Brittany Journal Online Business Directory
provides a quick and easy way to get in touch with CBJ
advertisers when you are online.
Each current advertiser has a page giving details of the
services provided plus contact details, and a simple form
that allows you to send a message directly to their email
address.
The directory is regularly updated, and run from the CBJ
office (02 96 21 58 40 mon-fri 9-12).

www.thecbj.com/business-directory/

Thanks to my private lessons adapted to
your level, in a relaxed environment with a
cup of tea or coffee.

15€ per person.

Same rate if you need a French speaker or translator.

Contact: Maryse Blanchon Tel: 02 98 93 13 73
74, Kergaurant 29270 Carhaix Plouguer

Struggling to understand and
communicate with French
administration?

MAD’INTRAD

located in Callac, will provide you with any
written or verbal translation services you may
need to ease and perform your daily
administrative tasks (water supply, electricity,
contact with local tradesmen …).

Call Florence: 06 45 13 54 88

www.madintrad.com

florence.madintrad@gmail.com

Isabelle Vidal

Private French Tuition

1 Face to face structured French Lessons.
2 Face to face French Conversation.

Everyone is Welcome!
isabelle.pinkcity@hotmail.fr

06.49.67.83.25

www.thecbj.com
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Spotlight on Brittany:
August

There’s a world of contrasts in this month’s Spotlight on
Brittany, as we explore the ways of sheep and wolves.
We meet Adèle Lemercier, one of the very few women
sheep shearers in France, who talks about her work
here in Brittany, and we find out what her friend Marion
Delisle does to some of the fleeces from these same
sheep. Both these ladies have organised the wool market at Bulat-Pestivien on the 15th August. At the opposite end of the food chain, the wolves from the sanctuary at Lescouët-Gouarec sing to us, and Martin Chamot
tells us about their rehabilitation in the woods of Coat
Fur. For a spiritual component, Wendy Mewes talks to
us about her relationship with the Breton landscape
and some of the special places in Brittany, described
in her new book, Wayfaring in Brittany. All this can be
heard by tuning in to Radio Kreiz Breizh on Wednesdays at 14h00 and Saturdays at 12h00 (102.9 Mhz106Mhz), or Radio Bro Gwened (101.7Mhz-92.6Mhz)
on the first Wednesday of the month at 14h00 and the
third Sunday at 9h30. More simply perhaps, you can
listen anytime to this month’s programme, and others
from the archive, by following the links on our website:
www.spotlightonbrittany.fr

Art & Crafts
Textile Workshops
With Shirley McCann

Take time out to learn new stitching
techniques with a C & Guilds qualified tutor.

Tel : 02 97 51 42 54

See website for details of this year’s programme of workshops:

FB: shirleyjmccann • www.shirleyjmccann.com

DANDELION

Yarn . Home Deco. . Crafts

British wool, yarns and knitting accessories.

Home accessories, soft furnishings, jewellery and
locally sourced crafts from French and British artisans.

5 Rue du Senechal (opposite Kerbian Farm Shop)
22570 Gouarec 06 17 56 61 72
info@dandelion.fr www.dandelion.fr

CBJ Boot Sales

We still do not have a re-start date for the CBJ boot
sales. Discussion with the local mayors is ongoing, but,
as readers will be aware, regulations have become
more restrictive over the course of the past few weeks
– when we had been hoping that they would start to be
relaxed.
Info: www.thecbj.com / 02 96 21 58 40 (mon to fri, 9-12)

Interiors Boutique

Open again at: 29, Place du 9 Avril 1944 22160 Callac
Visit our new website:

www.lamaisonindividuelle.com
Tel: +44 (0) 7799 137867 / +33 (0) 7 85 21 07 37

Pamela Florence

Clothing Alterations and Repairs
Knitting and Crochet
Pamela Loy - Seamstress

pamfm1956@gmail.com

Mob: 0780 02 48 02

‘Roanne’ Kerogan 56560 Guiscriff

Classes available
Art School LifeDrawing
Drawing Classes available

Up to 6 students a day. 10am - 12pm / 2pm - 5pm Lunch included.
25€ per person. With a model 40€ per person.
Fully qualified teacher. Please message me if anyone is interested.
Any dates are available, I need notice for my models and classes.
La Picaudais, St-Gilles-du-Méné 22330 emmagale7@hotmail.com 0296344908

www.thecbj.com
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Tax & Investment
Becoming a fulltime resident in
France

W

e come across
many people who
have homes in
both France and the UK and enjoy spending time in
each of them. This can give you the best of both
worlds, but you need to be careful as it can cause
complications when it comes to tax residence – the
country which has taxing rights over your worldwide
assets and income.
The UK and France have different criteria for determining tax residence and, where necessary, ‘tie
breaker’ rules come into play. You need to be clear
on where you should be paying tax each year and
vigilant about following the rules correctly. If you
get it wrong and pay tax in the wrong country, sorting
it out later can be complicated, stressful and costly.

Lockdown and tax residence

This year’s extraordinary circumstances, with
lockdown and border closures, have resulted in many
people spending more time in a country than they intended. We have clients who are normally tax resident in the UK but got stuck in France for months,
and vice versa.
The good news is that the main test for tax residence in France is not time based – i.e. in most cases
you are only considered tax resident if your main
home – your foyer – is in France. The French tax
authorities confirmed that a stay in France due to the
Covid-19 lockdown, or a travel ban imposed by the
country of residence, would not in itself cause an individual to become tax resident.

In the UK, HM Revenue & Customs specified that
being unable to leave the UK because of border closures or quarantine could be treated as an ‘exceptional circumstance’, potentially giving you an extra 60
days in the UK. However, this will be determined on
a case-by-case basis.

Preparing for residence in France

Interestingly, we’ve received enquiries from people
who had previously only seen France as a holiday
home. But after spending the lockdown months here,
they realise that they enjoy living in France and want
to make it permanent, or at least start spending more
time here than the UK. They have been asking us
for advice on applying for full-time residency; how
to prepare for being tax resident in France and what
other financial planning changes they would need to
make.
There are a number of wealth management issues
you need to consider, and the earlier you start your
planning the better. Take holistic financial planning
advice covering residence, domicile, taxation, estate
planning, pensions and investments. Carefully plan
for the cross-border implications, to make your move
from being UK tax resident to French tax resident as
seamless and tax efficient as possible.
Of course, you need to be legally settled in France
before the end of the year to beat the Brexit deadline.
Acting now will make things easier later and give you
peace of mind.
Catrina Ogilvie, Blevins Franks
05 49 75 07 24 / niort@blevinsfranks.com
The tax rates, scope and reliefs may change. Any
statements concerning taxation are based upon our
understanding of current taxation laws and practices
which are subject to change. Tax information has
been summarised; an individual is advised to seek
personalised advice. Keep up to date on the financial
issues that may affect you on the Blevins Franks news
page at www.blevinsfranks.com

NEW ADVERTS: AUGUST
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Autumn Plant Sale			
Antique & Second-Hand
Journées des Plantes		
Brocante a Go Go			 p.8
Exhibition, Resistance Museum
Art and Crafts
James Baxter Designer & Illustrator		 Satellites
High-Speed Internet		
			 p.11
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Atisan Central			
Cuccia Renovations			 p.44
www.thecbj.com
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CHURCH AND COMMUNITY

CANCER SUPPORT FRANCE
Cancer Support France provides help and support to English
speaking people in France who are touched by cancer. Contact 0800 240 200 or helpline@cancersupportfrance.org

THURSDAY MORNINGS
Book Mark II - English Book Exchange. More than 7000
titles available. Open Thursday mornings from 10am until
12 noon. Bis 10 rue des Ecole. As you leave the traffic lights
in Malestroit driving away from the river and bridge in the
direction of Vannes, we are about 350 metres on the right just
before the sharp bend to the left in the road.For further info
contact Adrian at adrian@telsweb.net
ST BARTHOLOMEW’S ANGLICAN CHURCH
Rue Faber, Dinard. English speaking worship :
A warm welcome to all. St Bart's website: circa.tees.ac.uk/stbarts/
“THE BIBLE IN BRITTANY”
You are warmly invited to come to a Bible Reading and Discussion Group. Held in Departments 22 or 56 each week
Every Thursday evening in homes at 8pm, God Willing. For
Details ring 02 97 28 81 45 or 02 97 51 27 40.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
Every Friday at Noon at the Foyer Culturel Rue du Pont de Fer,
Mur-de-Bretagne (over the road from Intermarche). Contact
Number 06 79 93 69 30.
.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
Thursdays at 2:00pm. Open meeting at Josselin 56. If you or
you partner want to stop drinking, get in touch.
Tel John 02 97 73 94 99.
ALCOHOL SUPPORT GROUP: CARHAIX
Poher Alcool, weekly meetings, different places, different
times. Call 02 98 93 48 95, louis-marie.mondeguer@orange.fr

Clubs & Associations: For a free entry on the

Church and Community page, please send information to:
info@thecbj.com / CBJ, BP4, 22160 Callac

CHRIST CHURCH BRITTANY
(Church of England – Diocese of Europe)
14 rue Général Dubreton, 56800 Ploërmel, Morbihan.
www.churchinbrittany.com email: info@churchinbrittany.com
Chaplain: Pastor Robin Adams. Mobile 07 80 56 26 32 or
pastor.robin@churchinbrittany.com
Churchwardens: Chris Wilson 02 97 72 19 29 or Janet Lageveen 02 98 99 63 14
English services are held in four different locations
and all are welcome, but please note that the following
services may be amended due to the current situation
so please check the website for up to date information.
HUELGOAT (Second and fourth Sundays in the Parish
Church, first, third and fifth Sundays in the Salle Paroissiale
diagonally opposite the church))
9th – Ninth after Trinity – Holy Communion 2.30pm
23rd – Eleventh after Trinity – Holy Communion 2.30pm
For more details contact:
Henk Lageveen 02 98 99 63 14 ccb.huelgoat@gmail.com
PLOËRMEL (in the Chapel at 14 rue Général Dubreton)
9th – Ninth after Trinity – Holy Communion 11am
23rd – Eleventh after Trinity – Holy Communion 11am
30th – Twelfth after Trinity – Holy Communion 11am followed
by Annual Meeting.
Sunday morning services at Ploërmel are normally followed
by a shared lunch.
For more details contact: Chris Wilson 02 97 72 19 29.
REDON (Eglise St Charles, 10 avenue Gaston Sébilleau,
Redon)
2nd – Eighth after Trinity – Holy Communion 10.30am
16th – Tenth after Trinity – Word and Worship 10.30am
Contact redon@churchinbrittany.com
ROSTRENEN
Word and Worship services in the salle paroissiale, 4 Rue
Joseph Pennec, Rostrenen, Holy Communion services in the
Chapelle du Collège de Campostalat, 5, place du Bourg Coz,
Rostrenen (off Rue de la Marne)
9th – Ninth after Trinity – Holy Communion 10.30am
23rd – Eleventh after Trinity – Holy Communion 10.30am
For more details contact: Linda Doidge 02 96 13 42 71
lindadoidge@gmail.com

Subscribe Central Brittany Journal
12issues 18€ (France) / 30€ (UK & rest of world)
Please complete the form below, and return it with a cheque made payable to Central Brittany Journal. If
you do not have a French bank account, you can pay by paypal on the CBJ website: www.thecbj.com, or
ring the CBJ office with your credit card details: (0033) (0)2 96 21 58 40 (mon-fri, 9-12)
Name:

........................................................................................................................................................

Address:........................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
Telephone/email (optional): ..........................................................................................................................
Please return this form to CBJ, BP4, 22160 Callac, France
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P

Pi
and
Maths

i is the ratio of the circumference of a circle
to the diameter, and is approximately 3.14 to
1. Like many other things in life, we are all
blissfully unaware of how important it is to know
this – try guessing how much water is needed to fill a
paddling pool, or measuring out a precise 400m running track, let alone calculating a space rocket's orbit. Pi (thought to be an abbreviation of periphery) is
useful in the prediction in the spread of a cirus – such
as Covid 19 – as well as the distribution of resulting
deaths, and is essential in many areas of technology.
The ration has been calculated more and more precisely throughout various civilisations of mankind
and is referred to twice in the Bible, which gives
an approximation of 3 to 1. Artisans such as wheelwrights needed guidance as to how much wood, or
iron, was required for their craft. The Greek scholar,
Archimedes, spent a lot of time improving the accuracy of pi; in fact, it is reported that when he was
killed by Roman soldiers in 212BC, he was engaged
in trying to refine his pi calculations.
Pi has been represented by the mathematical symbol π since 1706, and was widely adopted three decades later when the famous mathematician, Leonhard Euler, started to use it. It is an irrational number
i.e. it cannot be written as an exact fraction (22/7 is
an approximation), and its decimal expansion will
never settle into a repeating pattern (unlike 1/11, for
example, which is 0.090909...). Furthermore, it is
one of the few transcendental numbers known – that
is, an irrational number that cannot be described by
an equation with a finite number of terms.
So pi is a very special and rare number that has
been challenging maths nerds for centuries. Before
the adoption of our modern Arabic number system,
the Greeks and the Chinese used ever-more-accurate
physical measuring methods, but their accuracy
never extended beyond 6 decimal places. Calculus
finally came to the rescue, and the pi hunters had
quickly proved its decimal expansion to 70 places by
1700. A century later, they had reached 140 places,
and 526 by 1874 – a record which stood until July

π=3.141592653589793238462643
3832795028841971693993751058
2097494459230781640628620899
8628034825342117067982148086
5132823066470938446095505822
3172535940812848111745028410
2701938521105559644622948954
930381964428810975665933446
128475648233786783165271201
909145648566923460348610454
3266482133936072602491412737
245870066063155881748815209
2 0 9 6 2 8 2 9 2 5 4 0 9 1 7 1 5 3 6 4 3...
1946, when pencil and paper were used for the last
time in reaching 620 places.
Rudimentary calculators through to supercomputers have massively increased the discovery rate to
such a level that in 2016 the 20 trillion mark was
smashed – that is 20 and twelve zeros. If printed out
in the CBJ, it would take up the space of several million issues of a thousand pages each: try finding Tim
the Gardener in that lot.
Of course, there is no practical need to be this accurate – in fact by using pi to just ten decimal places,
one can calculate the circumference of the Earth to
within a few millimetres. But practicality is not always the aim here – pi is a fun number to use. Poems
(or piems) can be devised whereby the number of
letters per word in order is determined by pi (with
zero being represented by a ten-letter word). Indeed,
entire books have been published within these constraints. For example:
CBJ – a euro. A local directory of useful stuff
3
.1 4
1 5
9
2 6
5
Worldwide tournaments have been held to see who
can memorize pi to to the most decimal places; in
2006, a retired Japanese engineer was filmed reciting
pi to 100,000 decimal places. It took him sixteen and
a half hours. Most of us can't remember our phone
numbers.
Pi day is celebrated on March 14th (3/14), and especially at 1:59 ( π = 3.14159...) . Incidentally, Albert
Einstein was born on March 14th. Talking of Ein-

Is Pi Wrong ?

Some mathematicians suggest that if we use the
calculation of the circumference (c) as 2 πr (2 x π x
radius) why not use a different symbol representing
2 π, such as tau (symbol τ, another Greek letter)
producing the simpler equation of C = τ r.

www.thecbj.com
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Puzzle:Imagine

Archimedes

there is a rope around the
Earth's equator (say 40,000 kilometres). How
much longer would the rope have to be so that it is
one metre off the ground all the way round ?
answet page 54

stein, he used π to describe the geometry of space
and time in his general relativity equations.
So pi is an intriguing number – it exhibits randomness, yet is not random in itself. The business
world loves the uniformity (or non randomness)
of its randomness. That is to say, the frequency of
the occurrence of the digits 0 to 9 as spread out
randomly in the known decimal expansion of pi
is statistically normal – more or less equal. And
this randomness is used by commerce to generate
secure ciphers, data protection encryption, and to
test computers. Moreover, the decimal expansion is
now so large that, in theory, anyone could find their
own birth date, telephone number and bank details
somewhere within it.
In conclusion, pi is a concept which holds many

secrets. Mathematicians have been baffled and intrigued by it, we all need it, and we all rely on its random numbers. And if it's good enough for Kate Bush
to name a track 'pi' on her 2005 Aerial album, it's good
enough for me.
Darren Milsom

Telephone: 0033 (0) 2 97 27 01 71
Mobile: 0033 (0) 6 77 35 67 34
Mon-Sat - 9:30am-6pm

www.properties-brittany.com
bel-air-homes@orange.fr

Bel Air Homes - Low Cost Estate Agency
Sales 2.5 % Commission

Why buy through a high commission agency ?

It will always be a good idea to buy your property in Brittany with Bel Air Homes, as our sales
commission is the lowest at just 2.5 % including VAT.
Other agencies charge varying commission rates, typically between 5% and 10 %, with the average
being around 8%. It is therefore well worth asking an agent BEFORE viewing how much commission
they will be asking you to pay them, should you proceed with the purchase of the property !

A friendly professional bilingual service designed
around your requirements.

Bel Air Homes is a fully French registered and insured estate agency, and a member of FNAIM
(Fédération Nationale de l'Immobilier), the national association of estate agents.

Bel Air Homes - Join us.

Become a commercial agent in real estate.
Anywhere in France. 80% commission paid.
www.thecbj.com
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Limericks

Greeting with Kisses

September Limerick Challenge:
Please send limericks on the theme of:

I just can't recall but I know you,
Should it be one kiss or two?
Decision, left or right?
We could be here half the night!
I suppose a limp handshake will do!!

Lockdown - good or bad for dieting?
by the 20th August to: info@thecbj.com / CBJ,
BP4, 22160 CALLAC

Cyril Young

Meeting with others two metres apart,
Not that easy sharing stuff from the heart,
And greeting with kisses,
Is something one misses,
But clearly not worth the risk it imparts.
Brenda Turner

When Covid is over how will we greet
Our friends and our neighbours whenever
we meet?
As kissing will surely be most out of place,
With so many contact points on the face,
Will hand to wrist be safe and discreet?
Jim Henderson

The 'Little Toughie'
Jim Henderson
1

5

6

7

2

3

4

Clues Across
1.
5.
6.
7.

Sunken (7)
Mechanism (7)
Controlling prices (7)
Constant (7)

Down
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hamstring (7)
Immature (7)
Duration of flight (7)
Flags (7)

The following numbers of letters are required to solve this puzzle:
A – 3; C – 2; D – 2; E – 5; G – 3; I – 4; L – 2; M – 1; N – 7; O – 2; P –
2; R – 2; S – 3; T – 1; V – 1.
Solution in the Sept. issue. Solution July Little Toughie page 51

www.thecbj.com
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Prize Crossword
August
1

2

Across

Darren Milsom
3

4

5

8

6

7

9

11

12

10

13
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

1. Reconditioned turbo ran clean and green (6,7)
8. Reptile can keep an eye on things (7)
9. War game lead story gets unfair treatment (3,4)
11. Macron is acting like a gambler somewhere back
here (6)
13. Too many actors putting location under a cloud
(8)
15. Spilled paint is out of place (5)
16. Put name down for second go in tennis (7)
18. Val Doonican travels to Etna, and I can’t be
there (7)
19. Beaten by one of the group at some stage (5)
21. Italian suppository? Oo-er matron! (8)
23. Cost includes first name of number one son (6)
25. See animal waste time in captivity below (7)
26. Strange to see rum sort put on a pedestal (7)
28. Witness protection needed for angry analyst?
(5,8)

Down
21

22

23
24

25

26

27

28

Solution July
Prize Crossword:

1

Winner June prize crossword:
Anne Welby, Dinan
Twenty euros to the first
correct solution drawn from
the hat for the August prize
crossword. Please send
completed solutions to:
Prize Crossword, CBJ, BP4,
22160 CALLAC, by 20th Aug.

2

O S
O
9
A L
D
11
R I
E
14
T R
S
19

W
M I
T
22
P H
I
25
S T
20

3

4

T R A C I
I
A
O P E C I
A
12
G H T O
E
15
A D E S C
D
P
17
A N I M
G
D
L A N E S
B
R
Y L U M
E
A
26
A R
N E

5

6

7

8

S E D
C O R
W
E
L
E
10
A
T H I N G
N
R
F
A
13
S C A F F O L
E
C
H
E
A N T I A
16
O
N
E
18
A L R I G H T
V
E
H
21
E
A I R B E
R
I
R
23
24
A B R I D G E
G
E
E
A
E R D O W E L

K
S
D

S
D
D
L

2. Travelling men in Asia have forgotten (7)
3. There's a Transylvanian type that can hit you for
six (3)
4. Grass bug (4)
5. Exchange just over a dollar to see international
X factor (10)
6. RAC drags vehicle to London landmark (5)
7. Grave mistake in A&E means mean result (7)
8. Copy cat can fly? (7,4)
10. Kids in playground emulate train whistle (3,3,5)
12. Province of birth (5)
14. Holiday hoedown puts teenagers in a spin (5-5)
17. Will catch you tearing back and forth (5)
18. Salesman could reinvent and take drug with
Bordeaux (7)
20. Never involve a French one or you’ll get upset
(7)
22. Seven at sixes and sevens given half a chance
(5)
24. Coming up for air and a song (4)
27. Descend on foot (3)

Chess Puzzle

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

White to play and win
This is the same game as last month just 6 moves further
on.
Hint:

No sacrifice is needed, one quiet move and black is
finished
Solution page 48

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

The Knight in Shining Armor, Huelgoat Chess Club,
chrisandmalbody@yahoo.co.uk

www.thecbj.com
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COMPUTER BOB

Hiding Windows File Extensions is a Security Risk

M

icrosoft hides file extensions in Windows
by default even though it's a security risk
that is commonly abused by phishing
emails and malware distributors to trick people into
opening malicious files.
A file extension is the letters immediately shown
after the last period in a file name and is used by the
operating system to determine what program is used
to open, view, and utilise the file.
For example, the file 'report.txt' has an extension
of .txt, which is associated with the Windows Notepad program to open and view its contents.
By default, Microsoft decides to hide file extensions in Windows so that a file named 'report.txt' is
simply shown in File Explorer as 'report'.
The original reason for this was probably to make
it less confusing to users, but regardless of the reason, it is a security risk that attackers abuse.
You will be familiar with many common file extensions such as .doc (Word documents), .pdf (Adobe documents), .mov (QuickTime media files) and,
perhaps most famously, .mp3 (music files). And yet
it is likely you can’t name many modern types now
because, yes, Microsoft now hides them by default
to simplify the end user experience. And that’s dangerous.

Popular phrases and
sayings explained: EYES
All my eye and Betty Martin – meaning nonsense. This expresssion is probably from the
18th century when there was an actress of
renown whose name was Betty Martin. It appears that her favourite expression was “My
Eye” and her name was co-opted for popular
use.
To be the apple of one`s eye – meaning to be
what one cherishes or holds most dear. The
pupil of the eye has for a long time been known
as the apple because of its supposed round
solid shape. To be deprived of the apple is to
be blinded and lose something valuable.
Don`t fire until you see the white of their eyes

With file extensions disabled a file can be associated with an icon which can make it look like a PDF
file even when it is actually an executable i.e. “.exe”.
This is not to say strange PDFs you receive via email
cannot be a risk, but receiving executables disguised
as PDFs should definitely raise more alarms. If you
click on them you will be executing code that you
were not expecting.
I strongly suggest that users enable the showing of
all file extensions in Windows 10 so that they know
exactly what type of file they are interacting with.
To enable file extensions in Windows 10, please
follow these steps:
1. Search for 'Folder Options' in the Windows 10
Start Menu and when 'File Explorer Options' appears, click on it.
2. When the File Explorer Options screen appears,
click on the View tab and scroll through the
Advanced settings until you see an option labeled "Hide extensions for known file types".
Now uncheck the option.
3. Now press the Apply button followed by
the OK button and the File Explorer Options
screen will close.
Now all files displayed on the desktop, in folders,
or in File Explorer will display a file extension.
If you need any help with the above, or any other
problems you may be having, feel free to email me
and I will do my best to help.
Email: info@computerbob.fr
– suggesting not to use up your ammunition
– metaphorically speaking – before it can be
effective, or, wait until you are up close to a
problem before beginning to deal with it. A military quotation apparently from the American
War of Independenve.
The eyes are the windows of the soul – meaning that a person`s eyes can tell us a lot about
the person. Has appeared in many forms in literature from Plato to the present day
In my mind`s eye – In my perceptive thought.
The eye sees in two ways – without – and –
within. When we look at anything without, the
object is reflected on the retina as on a mirror,
but in deep contemplation the inward thought
“informs the eye”
In the twinkling of an eye – Immediately – very
soon.

www.thecbj.com
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William's War 19

The war diaries of William Fredrick Spinks, edited by Hilary Bridewell.
Summer 1915 - continued
t was interesting to see the Indian troops when (he was latter made Earl of Ypres on the 5th of June
they were in rest-billets, during the summer pe- 1922) – the whole of the Lahore Division and, of
riod. The light and warmth made the exile from course, we felt a certain amount of pride to have that
their loved India easier to bear. Some of the Sikhs honour bestowed on us. We had not enough expewere fine physical examples of man-hood and to rience of war then, to understand that when a “Big
see their muscular bodies glistening in the sun, their Gun” inspected you, that there was something in the
beautiful teeth and long, well-kept hair, of which wind. Some rumours were broadcast to the effect that
they seemed so proud, filled us with admiration. as we had been such good soldiers in holding the line
They always appeared ill-adapted to the khaki uni- while the New Armies were at home training, that
form which they had to wear, and they walked rather we were to be relieved and sent home on Garrison
clumsily in the army boots. They revealed their fine Duty. But as all rumours end, so did this one.
poise and lithe movements when, for recreation and
Somewhere about this time, we machine gunners
bodily ablutions, they discarded European attire. To were sent to a little school at an old chateau close by
keep the skin soft and clear, they made much use of the Church at La Couture. There we went through
oil.
a course of instructions and machine gun drill. We
For their games they were fond of running, and were first introduced to the Vickers machine gun
wrestling. They would sit for hours, on their haunch- here. The Officer in charge one day in his lecture
es, chanting some plaintive melody to the accom- told us there were to be corps of machine gunners
paniment of native drums and flutes which had a who would not be attached to a battalion, but would
dirge-like sound. They would smoke the “hookah”, work with the division. We could not imagine then
a pipe with a long flexible stem, the smoke being that the war would be changed in the coming year,
filtered through water. The stem they would pass one and that all battles we had been in would appear as
to the other, each man taking a few “draws”. Some- mere skirmishes, compared with the Somme, Arras
times they used a pipe which was merely a bowl and etc. We thought he was merely romancing to us.
placed in the closed hand, which acted as the stem,
While staying in this village, I chanced to be
the smoke was drawn through by the man placing his standing near to the Church one evening, when in
closed hands to his lips. I tried to do it, but made no the tower the bell softly tolled for Benediction. It
success whatever. They were very patient folk and seemed as if it had tired of hanging silently there so
would carry heavy burdens over awkward ground, long that it must send its voice abroad to those of
without murmur. We were very often to be found the villagers who had been born within its sound and
round their billets, asking them for some of the fruit, who were still living as long as they could in their
figs, dates, raisins they received for rations. Their old homes. Yet it must not be heard by the Germans
bread too, was an item many of us liked. “Japatees” – (the trenches were about 3 miles away) for fear
(Chapatti’s), they were known as, and they were of bringing a shell into the Church. The day would
cakes made from Indian flour, unleavened, some- never return when it would ring out its full sonorous
times cooked on a hot plate of iron, and by others tone; because in 1918 the Germans advanced and all
fried in goat-fat. Eaten with curry, they were very this countryside was devastated and laid bare and the
nutritious and tasty.
bell fell when the tower collapsed through gun-fire.
In August we were reviewed by General French

I

One-eyed – An expression of contempt such as
“I`ve never seen such a one-eyed town” meaning poverty stricken, mean or unpleasant.

enment, or food for astonishment – also a
strong mixed drink, especially a morning after
pick me up.

To make someone open his eyes – To surprise
someone very much and make him stare with
wonder or admiration.

Up to the eyes – Wholly, completely as “ up to the
eyes in work”, very fully occupied or “mortgaged
up to the eyes” – to the last penny available.

Eye opener – Something that furnishes enlight-

www.thecbj.com
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Tim the Gardener
At this time of year focus in the garden tends to shift
to harvesting.

Potatoes: Early on in the year, I was worried

that I might not get any potatoes at all; the wet, cold
weather that we had in April caused signs of blight
to appear on some early plants during May, and then
almost all the plants in one of my potato patches
caught a late frost. Fortunately, I had two separate
potato patches this year, and the second patch escaped the frost, even though it is on slightly higher
ground. The hot dry weather in June seemed to arrest the progress of the blight, and I am now looking at quite a large potato crop. The next question
is how best to conserve the crop for use throughout
the winter. The ideal is to leave the tubers in the
ground, where they can ripen in their own time, and
then to lift them in the autumn, and to then transfer
the healthy ones directly into a clamp. The problem
with this (particularly in a chemical-free organic
garden in which wildlife is free to roam) is that you
can lose a large proportion of the crop to mice and
voles, which are happy to build nests underground,
amidst the plant roots, and to quietly eat their way
through the tubers one by one. Wireworms can also
be a problem, particularly if you're using your po-

tato crop to break in rough ground. To avoid these
problems, the crop can be lifted now, and stored in
a temporary clamp, and then sorted later in the year
before going into winter storage.

Shallots and Onions: Shallots, onions, and

garlic should be taken up as soon as the tops die
back, and before they become overrun with weeds.
The bulbs should then be laid out in the sun until
they are thoroughly dry. If the weather turns bad,
this may involve taking them in and out of the shed
over the course of a few weeks, and it is a good idea
to lay the bulbs out in wooden crates to make the
task easier.

Seeds: This year, many of us experienced the

trauma of not being able to get the seeds we needed
when we needed them, due to the shops being shut.
This made me more careful than usual to leave a
few plants of each crop to go to seed - lettuces, cabbages, spinach, carrot, beetroot, etc. Now is the time
to keep an eye on these plants, and to harvest the
seeds as soon as they become ripe. Otherwise, you
can be sure that the birds will beat you to it. The
seeds should be dried, and stored in a mouse-free
environment (I now use glass jars), and carefully
labelled.
And, of course, don't forget to plant a little salad
for the winter...

www.thecbj.com
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Stirring Up a
Hornet’s Nest
Another extract from an abortive journal I no longer keep. This one is imprinted on the memory and will
never be forgotten. This episode happened before we fully migrated to France and never looked back, when
our house was still a second home and we still had to continue as performing fleas for a living. It occurred
in August 2009.

W

hen we finally arrive at the house we enter to rain that begins as we approach from the village. It
is too damp to try and unload everything apart from some essentials. The day is set to be dreary
with rain spitting down vertically. Nevertheless we are happy to be here; our first priority is to put
the kettle on. We then sit down to rest and sip our tea. I try to read yesterday’s Guardian, bought on the ferry
to Roscoff and not really looked at apart from reading the headlines and a quick rummage through the inner
pages. It enters my mind that I am still cold and the house feels damp from lack of use, although one priority
was to start a dehumidifier upstairs on the landing.
Although it is August we agree it is a good idea to light the wood burner, an ancient insert model that still
manages to give off a good heat. There is dry wood and kindling in baskets beside the burner so I set to.
Unfortunately, I have to go outside twice, once to find a bucket and next to empty the bucket of ash from our
last visit at Easter. The sports section of the Guardian becomes paper sticks. I never read this section due to
a congenital disinterest in sport of any kind. A couple of ripped up wine boxes add body to the foundation
of the fire; we must have drunk the contents on our last visit, and left the boxes for this purpose – a cabernet
sauvignon and a merlot. On the trip to the shed I pick up some more kindling. This was added to the mix to
be topped by one charred log and a fresh one. A couple of fire lighters set alight amongst this melange begins
a classic blaze that looks as good as it begins to feel. Forgetting tea, we pour a couple of large glasses of red
to cheer us up and sit to relax in front of the welcoming flame. Soon I add another log, though the fire has
begun to be too hot for any kind of August.
This was about the time the first hornets dropped down the chimney, popping like popcorn, and one giving
a plaintive buzz before expiring with three others on the flat black top of the woodburner.
We paused in shock at this manifestation – realise that hornets (the large European version, called frelon in
France) had nested in the metal lining of the flue and had dropped through a gap in the seal. The corpses are
left to the heat on the metal top of the burner. We had experienced these insects before, and knew they had
a penchant for resurrection after apparently being dead. A couple more fly out and head for the front door –
our only door – which is closed. Each is dispatched by a frantic flailing of a plastic fly swatter followed by
consumption of two large glasses of red wine.
Should we stoke the woodburner and fry others who might still be there? This could provoke further appearances, and our wood supply this time of year is scant. Didn’t we bring sure-fire cement with us last time?
Yes, and it is sitting conveniently in the store room on top of a cupboard. A small trowel is all that is needed
to apply this grey-black material round the rim of the pipe, and a torch to see what the heck I am doing. The
cement does the job, and I can return to being a crash-test dummy, dry out with another glass of wine and
celebrate our return to France.
After a while Lynn says that she can hear music quite clearly but I hear nothing. The instruments are a
fiddle and bombard that play traditional Breton music as found at Fest Noz. It comes from the corner between
burner and window. I wonder why it seemed important to light a fire when we arrived. Did it celebrate our
coming, our heeding of a direction to light a fire in the hearth, or both? There has never been a repeat hornet
infestation, though I’m told when the music plays again from time to time.
James Bell
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On and Off the Beaten Track
No Substitute for Personal

Y

ou will probably have heard of CRM and will know what this consulting jargon means. But does
not quite. Like so much in our topsy-turvy world, it is not quite what it seems. An initialism that
conceals meaning. “Customer focused relationships” (more jargon) are not something I generally
associate with any organisation that relies on call centres to conduct its business. Not like a corner shop
would. However, ultimately the software that enables the unfortunate call centre operator to understand
whether the hapless client is calling for X or Y corporation, and thus is able to respond accordingly, classifies as Customer Relationship Management, defined by Wikipedia as “data analysis about customers' history with a company to improve business relationships with customers, specifically focusing on customer
retention and ultimately driving sales growth.” Or perhaps not, unless there is no choice.
Twenty years ago, when I worked in marketing and communications for an IT consultancy, CRM and call
centres were a profitable market. Probably still are. Everyone gained, except perhaps the customer. Then,
rapid improvements in communication technology led to exporting some centres to India and China – and
how that last is now coming back to bite us – where you could hire someone with a degree in astrophysics
for peanuts and set them to answering banal questions on the “help-desks” of big organisations: “Yes sir,
the on/off switch is on the large box and is indicated by a pictogram intended to designate a switch.” “No,
madame, globalisation means the words “on” and “off” are not universal, unlike Covid 19.”
You will have gathered by now that I am underwhelmed by call centres. I’m not criticising the unfortunate
grunts condemned to low-grade, frontline defence in the commercial trenches, taking a bullet for management self-isolating in bunkers. (Have you ever tried to speak to someone really senior about an intractable
problem?) Most do their best and have to bear the wrath of frustrated clients who have just been told that
their waiting time will cost 30c a minute and they have just waited ten minutes to speak to someone, before
being abruptly cut off and having to start the whole process again. Last month, I discovered that our phone
bill was up by 20€ because of calls to premium lines as I tried to return a greenhouse I had bought online
during the confinement.
Then there is the law of unintended consequences, in this case leading to the dark side: so-called “telemarketing”, a thorny subject that has cropped up in this magazine periodically. Having had some thankless
experience of cold calling in the 1990s, I used to try to be polite to these unfortunates. Their soul-destroying
work does not even offer the possibility of the satisfaction of helping someone to resolve a problem, which
at least a helpdesk does. Non-jobs to replace those in manufacturing that we have exported (along with a
convenient chunk of our CO2 emissions). A workhouse e-treadmill of automated calls dialling ahead so that
the salesperson can never catch up. I have never met anyone who was not driven nuts by them, or anyone
who has ever bought something from an unsolicited call. But still they go on. Someone must.
By the way, I think I have finally cracked this tedious problem by transferring all incoming calls to my
mobile after six rings. Apart from the fact that the mobile will identify the number if it is in my directory,
France Telecom (a.k.a Orange) has a useful application that allows you to report and block malicious or
telemarketing numbers – to me they are synonymous – and you can also block them on the mobile phone. I
get a grim satisfaction watching 0973**** flashing away, knowing that I have outwitted them. For now.
And mentioning FT – could just as well be BT – returns me to when these reflexions started at the height
of house arrest. On April 18th, our internet ceased to function. Unless my mobile is connected by wifi, it
only works intermittently at home and that from the end of the garden. Consequently, I was forced to go
elsewhere to report the problem and answer the questions posed by their vocal server, with which I established a friendly relationship being the only consistent voice I got. However, it was immensely frustrating
and time consuming, as over the course of two months we had about six outages and countless hours lost.
I was convinced that the problem lay outside with the cat’s cradle of aging copper wire and grime covered
boxes.
Now in fairness to FT, with one exception, my call centre interlocutors were very good. After the first
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Art & Culture
SENSEMANUFACTURE: New Art Gallery - Mellionnec

Armano and Marijana Jericevic have opened a new art gallery in the heart of the Breton countryside in Mellionnec. Visitors are welcome to view the art on display, to discuss art (and life), or to simply enjoy the ambiance.
Croix Hinchou, Mellionnec. sensemanufacture@gmail.com / 02 96 26 56 96 Open 10am to 5pm

No substitute for personal

continued

person resolved the problem only temporarily, the second upgraded my Livebox and had it delivered within
three days. The third as good as told me that I was an idiot, a sentiment with which many might agree, but
not one that I expect from a customer relationship operative. I was a bit shirty with him.
Enter our saviour. After a friendly exchange with the vocal server – it was its birthday – I recited the litany
of woes when the lady stopped me and asked for a minute to read the file. I swear I heard a sharp intake of
breath. A nice woman with Breton connections, she arranged for an engineer’s visit in under two hours. He
identified an external problem that someone else would come to fix. Someone arrived the following day and
fixed it – on the 14th June – and so far we have had no problem until last Thursday. But then we discovered
that the difficulty was across our sector, where I imagine the copper is also very old. (It’s off again across
the area as I write today. Twice in less than a week.)
In the end, I guess their software worked, but it would work at lot better if it generated a single point of
contact until a problem is resolved. Continuing personal contact creates the client relationships which make
the commercial world go round, not machines (notwithstanding my burgeoning relationship with the vocal
server)!
Richard Griffiths, rpfg@orange.fr
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Bridge Puzzle 19
BBO Advanced Puzzle

Bridge Base Online features a free practice section in
‘bridge master’ where you can practice playing hands
at different levels of difficulty from Beginner to World
class. If you get it wrong you can replay the deal and
the explanations are very clear.
♠
♥
♦
West leads the Q♦ against 6NT.If the ♣

This deal is level 3 – Advanced

club suit plays for 6 tricks, South will
have 13 top tricks. As the contract is
6NT South can afford to lose a club
trick. South should try to guarantee
taking 5 tricks in clubs.

Solution page 53
Bridge puzzle contributed by Dan
Lewis, buildingmatters@yahoo.co.uk

A32
AK
43
K Q 10 8 7 6
N

W

E
S

♠ KQJ
♥ J9876
♦ AK2
♣A2

Saturday 15th August
Festive Wool Day

Numerous wool-themed stands. Food and bar
.22160 Bulat Pestivien

Pic Vert

This photo is of two green woodpeckers (“Pic Vert”
or “Pivert” in French). It was taken on 27th June; in the
morning of the same day there were around 10 green
woodpeckers on my lawn! I guess the whole family was
there : the parents and the young birds coming out for
their first flights.
Marie-Josée Conan

Une Année avec la Terre

Exhibition. A year in the Garden with Tim the
Gardener. 1st Aug-16th Aug Ch'ty Coz Cafebrocante, Bulat Pestivien 02 96 45 75 74.
18th Aug - 15th Sept Cafe-bookshop ‘le Temps
qu’il fait’, Mellionnec. 02 96 36 40 90.

Fête des Jardins

The autumn garden festival
at the Château de Pommorio
in Tréveneuc is scheduled to
take place on October 24th &
25th this year. The theme is
"Plants and shrubs for the garden birds".
As usual there will be a range
of specialist nurseries represented, including producers
of organic vegetable and fruit
plants, plus workshops and conferences.
www.fetedesjardins.com/
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Amour Des Animaux Bretagne

Louis and Bobby Lloyd have set up a new animal-rescue association called ‘Amour Des Animaux Bretagne’
which works closely with ‘L’amour des ânes 29’ to provide
care for neglected or abandoned animals.
Louis hopes that the association will be able to take
on an educational role, and that it will soon be able to
welcome visitors to the site.
Amour des Animaux Bretagne aims to work with other
small rescues in the region and in Normandy to pool
resources and information.
www.amouranimauxbretagne.com

Black Bees In the garden

Tim the Gardener potatoes, shallots &
onions, collectig seeds, winter lettuces. page 20

Officially, Carpenter Bees are found in southern and Central Europe – but I have seen more of them on my sweet
pea blossom this year, than ever before.
They are about 25mm to 30mm long, glossy black all over, with
sparse black hairs. The opaque wings are dark brown with a lilaccoloured sheen. They are a wonder to see with large black eyes and
covered with pollen.
Brian Noel
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AIKB Photography Club Continues Holding
Club Meetings During
Lockdown

I

n these unusual times, lockdown caused the AIKB Photography Club to cancel all of its indoor and outdoor meetings earlier this year. However, it was deemed important to
continue keeping in regular contact with the club members,
so that when life returned to some sort of normality everyone
would still be in communication with one another.
The club committee decided to hold weekly meetings using
Zoom; this worked very well, but it did take a little while to
adapt to a format that was so different from the normal club
meetings. The club competitions / challenges also re-commenced, using a slightly different format, with on-line entries
being placed on the club’s personal Flicker site, and voting
also taking place on-line. A new way of participating in the
club activities started to evolve.
With the winner of the Challenge choosing the theme for
the following challenge there were some interesting choices.
The first of which was “The sky’s the limit”, then “Turned out
nice again“, followed by “Water”, “My Favourite Black and
White Photo” and finally “Flowers”. After every two-week
challenge the members would discuss their own entries, and
other members would suggest improvements or adjustments
to the photograph. All of which helped to encourage and
stimulate everyone’s interest in photography. Other subjects
which have been discussed on previous Zoom meetings were

the techniques of “Stacking”, how
to photograph water, how to photograph flowers and plants, and what
equipment members may need to
get involved in Macro photography
and Night photography.
The club Zoom meetings and
Challenges are very well supported and members are enjoying the
chance to further develop knowledge of photography. Despite social-distancing and some members
still self-isolating, the club has been
able to continue and to thrive.

If you would like to join in the club
meetings, all new members are welcome. Please contact the Club Secretary – Evelyn Whittington:
aikb.hopmg@gmail.com
Above: Christine Riddiough's winning entry in the Black and white
Challenge
Left: 'Lily', by Don Taylor – June's
Challenge 'Flowers'
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Hetty’s Kitchen
Lyonnaise Potato Cake (for 6)
You can make this a day ahead. Keep it in the tin
and cool. Reheat in the oven at 180°C/Gas 4 fr 30
minutes
4 large baking potatoes
2 large onions, sliced
1 tbsp vegetable oil
1 tbsp butter
1 egg, beaten
2 tbsp crème fraîche (not low fat please!)
Grated nutmeg
Heat the oven to 200°C/Gas 6.
Scrub, pierce and microwave the potatoes for 10
minutes, then transfer to the oven for 30 minutes.
When cool enough to handle, cut in half and scrape
out the flesh into a bowl and mash well.
While the potatoes are cooking, fry the onions in
oil and butter over gentle heat until golden and
caramelised – about 30 minutes.
Grease and line a 20cm/8” loose bottomed cake
tin.
Mix the beaten egg and crème fraîche into the
mashed potato then stir in the onions and season
well with salt and pepper plus a good grating of
nutmeg.
Tip into the tin, level the top and bake for 45
minutes at 180°C/Gas 4.
Take out of the oven, cool for 5 minutes, then turn
out on to a serving plate.
Serve in wedges with a salad for a light meal or as
an accompaniment to pork chops or a roast.

American Macaroni Salad (for 8)
1 cup* mayonnaise
60ml cider vinegar
2 tbsp Dijon mustard
2 tsp salt
½ tsp black pepper
1 tbsp sugar
1 cup finely diced celery
1 cup diced red pepper
½ cup grated carrot
½ cup chopped spring onions (or ordinary ones)
2-3 tbsp diced jalapeno peppers
450g uncooked macaroni
1 tbsp mayonnaise
1 tbsp plain Greek yoghurt
6 slices smoked streaky bacon, cooked until
very crisp

(*1 cup = 250ml)

Hetty's Kitchen 27

Whisk together the first six ingredients in a
medium sized bowl.
Stir in the celery, red pepper, grated carrot,
spring onions and jalapeno peppers. Mix well
and chill.
Cook the macaroni in a large pot of boiling salted
water for 8-10 minutes. Tip into a colander but
don’t rinse it! Shake frequently to help it to drain
well, then tip into a bowl. Toss the macaroni
frequently with a fork to help it cool down and
prevent it sticking together.
Once it has reached room temperature, pour
over the dressing and stir well. (Please don’t
be tempted to add the dressing while the pasta
is still warm or you end up with a bowl of very
greasy and unappealing salad!) Cover with cling
film and chill for at least four hours or preferably
overnight to allow the dressing to be absorbed.
To serve: Mix 1 tbsp mayo and 1 tbsp yoghurt
and stir into the salad to refresh it. Check the
seasoning and adjust if necessary.
Transfer to a serving dish and garnish with
some chopped green spring onion stems or fresh
chives and crumble over the crispy bacon.

Banana Chocolate Pots (for 6-8)
4 very ripe bananas
250ml thick cream
Good pinch of salt
75g brown sugar
250g finely chopped dark chocolate (min.70%
cocoa solids)
60g blanched hazelnuts
1 tbsp brown sugar
Mash the bananas well then stir in the cream,
salt and sugar.
Heat very gently in a pan, stirring constantly,
until steaming.
Take off the heat and tip in the chopped
chocolate. Stir until the chocolate has dissolved
completely. Whizz with a stick blender, then
strain into a jug.
Divide between 6-8 small glasses or little pots.
Cover with cling film and leave to cool. Chill when
at room temperature.
Toast the hazelnuts in a dry frying pan, then blitz
them in a food processor with the tablespoon of
brown sugar.
When ready to serve, sprinkle some of the
chopped hazelnuts on top and put the remainder
in a small bowl for people to help themselves to
extra.
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CBJ Quiz

III: Landmarks in Brittany

August 2020.

Set by Jon Chambers
Target: 25 points. Answers page
I: General Knowledge & Current Affairs

1. Which anti-car politician has just been re-elected
Mayor of Paris?
2. Which classical composer celebrates his 250th
birthday this year: Haydn, Mozart or Beethoven?
3. The 200th anniversary of which Romantic poet’s
death is commemorated next year: Wordsworth,
Keats, or Byron?
4. Which sport is most closely associated with the
music ‘Soul limbo’?
5. Who was Ancient Rome’s ‘philosopher emperor’:
Marcus Aurelius, Augustus, or Nero?
6. Which Italian composer, credited with the film
scores Cinema Paradiso and A Fistful of Dollars,
died last month aged 91?
7. The first black footballer to be picked for England
(but then withdrawn from the team) was Jack Leslie. For which English south-coast team did he
play?
8. What is the first letter of the Arabic alphabet?
9. Which two islands bookend Napoleon’s life? (½
point for each)
10. Who is the new taoiseach of Ireland, replacing
Leo Varadkar in early July?

II: Science & Nature

1. The peony is most closely related to: the rose, oak,
or gooseberry?
2. Which planet is nearest to the sun?
3. Which two elements combine to form ‘laughing
gas’?
4. Which blood group is called the ‘universal’ donor?
5. Jupiter has the most moons in the solar system.
Which planet has the next highest number?
6. Helium is the first. What is the second noble gas in
the Periodic Table?
7. Who devised the Periodic Table?
8. In maths, what is an angle of over 180 degrees
called?
9. True or False: Iceland lies on a destructive plate
margin?
10. Which bird is known in French as a Grive musicienne?

1. Where is the statue of this British film director
(the bird on his shoulder is part of the statue)?
2. This marina is tucked away near which modern
city in Finistère?
3. Where is this coastal town (in Morbihan)?
4. Identify this former quarry, active during the Roman period, near Mellionnec.
5. A viaduct in the middle of … ?
6. Prehistoric burial chamber in northern Finistère,
dating from 4,800BC.
7. A worker-village at a foundry in central Brittany
dating from 1623.
8. An abbey, founded in 1184, now hosting regular
events in the creative arts.
9. Estuary near which publicly-owned chateau?
10. Historic lavoirs, near which picturesque town
in northern Brittany?

IV: Connections

1. Which C19 Russian novel, written by Fyodor
Dostoyevsky, first appeared in serial form in the
periodical Russky Vestnik in 1879-80?
2. First written in 1977, which three-part composition by the Estonian composer Arvo Pärt exemplifies his tintinnabuli theory?
3. Who designed the plane that flew four times on
17 December, 1903, near Kill Devil Hills?
4. Who were the offspring of the god of War, Mars,
and the princess Rhia Silvia? They were born,
according to Roman myth, in 770BC and founded the city of Rome.
5. How are the German philologists Jacob Ludwig
Carl and Wilhelm Carl better known?
6. Which Japanese Electronics Company, founded
in 1908 and with Headquarters in Nagoya, manufactures printers, laptops, label printers, fax
machines, and sewing machines?
7. In the victorious England World Cup Wining
team of 1966, who wore the shirts numbered 5
and 9? (½pt for each)
8. How were Edward VIII and George VI related?
9. According to The Book of Genesis, who were the
world’s first murderer and murderee?
10. Connection?
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Exploring The Worlds
Of Beer and Wine
My only regret in life is that I did not drink more wine.
Ernest Hemingway

Do Wine Kits Make Good Wine?

If you enjoy a nice glass of wine you have probably asked yourself questions like “Will wine from
a wine kit taste as good as wine from the supermarket?”, “Would making wine save me money?”, “Is
it difficult to do?” and “Does it take a lot of expensive equipment?'. After all, we'd like to know what's
a realistic expectation before investing our time and
money in DIY wine, right?
As with all good questions, there is no single,
simple answer. Some kits make very good wines that
exceed commercial wines in a similar category, especially when equalised on a cost basis – home wine
makers have none of the heavy overhead costs of the
commercial winery to worry about!
The technology involved in producing the wine
juice concentrate in wine kits, and therefore the quality achievable, has advanced enormously in the past
few decades and there is increasing recognition that
kit wines do compare favourably with good commercial wines. A necessary caveat is that, despite there
being many objective criteria, judging wine ultimately comes down to subjective choice. Add to this
the fact that, whether it's wine made at home or at a
winery, price is no guarantee, even if we may tend to
get what we pay for. The quality of wine can be all
over the place at just about any price point, whether
it's made in the home or commercially.
When it comes to an enjoyable, everyday vin de
table, cheaper kits will be perfectly adequate, while
at the other end of the spectrum, top-of-the-line wine
kits using a single-grape variety, such as cabernet sau-

Pink Fizz (One serving)
A glass of something to celebrate seeing friends
and family again!
A few fresh mint leaves
30ml Calvados
20ml apple juice
Squeeze of lime juice
Pinch brown sugar
Chilled sparkling rosé cider or rosé
champagne

vignon for red wines or chardonnay grapes for white
wine, are almost always superior in taste complexity and other characteristics to a blend of unidentified grapes. Another good indicator of quality is the
amount of grape juice concentrate that is provided
with the kit: some have as much as fourteen litres of
concentrate and accordingly require less water to be
added, making a better quality of must for the yeast
to work with in turning it into wine.
Some kits also provide additional ingredients
such as the actual grape skins and oak chips to enhance the character of the finished wine and produce remarkably authentic examples of famous
regional wines such as a refined Bordeaux claret,
a light Californian quaffing wine or a big, robust
Argentine malbec.
There are many other factors that the budding
wine maker can control in order to improve the final
result, from simply following the instructions closely to storing the wine for a few weeks or months before drinking. Timing is, if not everything, certainly
an important factor in creating a quality wine.
Roger Dawson
www.brittanywineandbeer.vistaprintdigital.com
rogeralan.rd@gmail.com

Bruise the mint leaves slightly and drop into
a jug.
Add a few ice cubes, then the Calvados, apple
juice, lime and sugar. Stir until the sugar has
dissolved.
Strain into a wine glass or flute and top up with
fizz.

Bon appétit
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Birds to See in Brittany: Rook

French: Corbeau freux
Breton: Frav du

W

e are fairly large birds
of the same family as
crows, but we are more
gregarious, with an inclination to
co-exist with man. Our feathers are
black, often showing as bluish purple
in bright sunlight. Our legs and feet
are generally black and we have a
grey-black bill. As adults, we have a
bare area of whitish skin between the
bill and the eyes which distinguishes
us from other members of the crow
family.
In general we are lowland birds
found in cultivated countryside
which has at least a few groups of
tall trees in which we can build our
colonies – known as rookeries. These
consist of 50-100 nests with 10-15 in
one tree. Solitary nesting is not common among rooks. Nests are a massive structure of twigs, growing with
age as old nests are added to year after year. Mud, turf or dung is used to consolidate the nest, which has a
deep cup, formed of hay, straw, moss and sometimes wool. The female starts to lay in late March, and a clutch
contains 3-5 eggs incubated by the female for 16-18 days while the male supplies the food. The female keeps
the young covered for a further 10 days and the male feeds the whole family. The screeching young remain in
the nest for 4-5 weeks, then spend a week on the edge of the nest before flying off. Rooks nest once a year.
We forage mainly on the ground, occasionally hopping around and probing the ground with our strong
bills. We consume earthworms, insect larvae, snails, corn, peas and acorns. We certainly do take some seed
corn which makes our status controversial in the farm economy; however, the fact that we also consume
large quantities of corn pests, such as wireworms, means that corn production and rooks can and do thrive
side by side.
Our most impressive group activities are our winter roosting assemblies, when a central rookery becomes
the nightly gathering place for groups within a radius of several kilometres. They gather noisily on the trees
at some distance from their destination and appear to wait for a full muster before making their next move.
Hundreds of Rooks often accompanied by half as many jackdaws may have gathered. Suddenly, as if at a signal from an unseen conductor, the cawing and yapping ceases and the whole mass, in silence, swoops down
to the ground. For a few minutes they hop and feed before the final flight into roost. This flight in itself can
be a noisy affair before settling down to roost.
Country folk used to believe that we occasionally held a “parliament” in which a “criminal” Rook was
condemned and pecked to death which gave us the reputation of attacking injured or otherwise abnormal
companions.
It is often said that because of our habits we should be the best known of the four black crows that occur
and should be worthy of a distinctive and unambiguous name, however we often have to share the name
“crow” and this failure to differentiate does us no favours. The saying “as the crow flies” surely refers to our
familiar flight-lines to and from our rookeries or winter roosts, and not to birds of the other species.
Jim Henderson
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Plums

P

lums are believed to be one of the oldest domesticated fruits, and evidence has been found dating back to Neolithic times of plum trees having
been grown around human habitations across Europe
and Asia.
Over recent years, however, plums have lost out in
popularity, to a certain extent, to fruits that are better
adapted to modern food storage, transportation, and
marketing techniques. Plums are best when eaten fresh,
straight from the tree, and deteriorate relatively rapidly
once picked, making them difficult to get to the shops
in a good condition. Less work has been done by the
scientific community on research and development of
industrialised growing techniques for plums than for
some other fruits such as citrus fruits, apples, and bananas, all of which can be made available in the shops
throughout the year.
Thus, when one starts to engage with the world of
plums, one is put in touch with an older, more gentle era
than our own. Many of the most famous varieties can be
traced back to the Middle Ages. Greengages, which are
known as Reine Claude plums in France are reputed to
be derived from a plum presented to Francois I, king of
France in the 1500s, by the ambassador of the Sultan of
Istanbul. Francois was married to Claude of Brittany,
hence the name: Reine Claude.
Similarly, Mirabelle plums, that are now a speciality
of the Lorraine region, are believed to have originated
in the Middle East, and the d'Ente plum that is grown
in the South of France and dried to make the famous
prunes of Agen is believed to have been brought back
to France during the Crusades. Damsons, of which there
are many different varieties, were introduced into Western Europe much earlier, possibly in Roman times, but
may also originate in the Middle East, possibly from the
region of Damascus.
In truth all these plums are quite exotic fruits. They
cannot generally be propagated by seed, by cuttings, or
by suckers, but need to be grafted, and it takes more
skill to graft a plum tree than some other fruits, such as
apples, or pears. Furthermore, the more westerly parts
of Europe are not particularly well adapted to these varieties which need cold winters and hot summers to give
their best yield.
However, we do have a simpler plum tradition of our

own, which probably pre-dates Roman times.
Variously known as wild plums, damsons, or
bullace in old English, small, self-propagating
plum trees were a staple of the countryside both
in Brittany, and in the UK up until recent times.
The fruits vary in colour from deep purple to
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red, green or yellow, and in shape are smaller than
commercial plums - but larger than sloes (to which
they may be related). They are quite bitter right up
until the day when they are completely ripe, when
they suddenly become sweet, making them an ideal
snack for anyone working in the garden, and a delight to children. They can be picked early for jam,
plum tarts, and desserts.
Each village, or even each house in a village,
could have had a slightly different variety, ripening
at different times. Sometimes a wild plum tree can be
found growing close to an old house, or farm building, in which case it could be seven or eight metres
high, and may yield a substantial crop; other times
they can be found growing amongst other trees on a

field bank. They sucker prolifically, with the suckers producing the same type of fruit as the parent
tree. Wild plums are available from garden nurseries, but it may be preferable to look for a truely local specimen: the trees are relatively easy to spot in
the hedgerows at this time of year. Generally, where
there is a tree, there will be suckers growing close
by, which can be collected and planted in a suitable
spot later in the year.
Ambitious gardeners could also try grafting their
favourite varieties onto some of these semi-wild
root stocks, or could try grafting onto blackthorn,
which is considered to be a relative of the domesticated plum, and grows well in Brittany.
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Modern Technology in Rural Brittany

M

any of us Expats have made the jump by moving to France, and are now living the
good life. We have lovely, more affordable houses, great French food, cheaper wine
and generally a less stressed and more peaceful life. Many of us have opted for the
peace and quiet of living in rural Brittany, in isolated cottages or small hamlets. Rural living
has many benefits on our health, well-being
and security, but unlike the big cities, can have
some drawbacks. Most of us French loving Expats still have the ability to watch UK TV from a
satellite dish and decoder or digibox but many
of us suffer from a very slow and unreliable
internet connection, often because our houses
are a long way from the local exchange.
Despite promises from the Government that
High Speed Fibre cable will soon be with us, it
seems to be as slow as our internet to happen.
Like your TV, it is now possible to get a High
Speed internet connection from a satellite dish
at your property. Using a two way Tria, (the
head on the end of the dish arm) it’s possible
to get Fast internet speeds of upto 50Mbps
download and upload speeds of upto 6Mbps.
The data limit is classed as “Unlimited” but may slow down at busy times once you have
reached your chosen data level, but would still be very useable. One of the slight drawbacks
is, because the signal is bouncing from a satellite in space, there can sometimes be a slight
delay, not noticeable in normal use, but does make online gaming unadvisable, and whilst you
can have a French or UK IP address, we wouldn’t recommend
using
the
system
for
iPlayer
etc
as
video
streaming can be data hungry, although
occasional use is possible. The great news
is, with the rental system, the equipment
is FREE, you just pay 19.99 euros for
carriage to France and the installation
charge depending on you location. With
the capable WiFi router, it is often possible
to get the signal throughout your home.
The system does not come with a phone,
but it is possible to buy internet phones online. So with these new systems, you can
now have Fast Internet access to emails,
online shopping, Skype, Facebook and
internet browsing in your French Rural
Home.
If you would like more information
about these systems, please email us
at ruralsatelliteinternet@outlook.com
or phone Geri on 0297 275850

Classified
Classified Advertising 25 words

3€

/ Colour Classified 5€

Classified Index

Heating 50
Help & Advice 10
Office Supplies 42
Property 54
Removals 50 & 53
Satellites 39 & 51
Septic Tanks 44
Technology 43
Tree Surgery 40

Building & Property
Services 44-49 & 55
Architectural Services 42 Car & Garage Services 52
Art & Crafts 11
Chimney Sweeping 44
Animal Welfare 39
Fencing & Gates 55
Firewood 43
Antiques & Second
Food & Drink 6-7
Hand 8 & 9
Gardening 40-41
Bed & Breakfast 42
Garden Machinery 52
Builder's Merchant 48
Hairdressers 42

Animals

B & B / Gîtes

See ANIMAL WELFARE p.44

See BED & BREAKFAST p.44

LE BEAU CHIEN, Dog grooming, Mobile
or salon. House & pet sitting, All Domestic
pets. Transport. “Certificate de Capacity
all domestic animals” (CCAD) Siret:
52226624600019 Fiona, Corlay (22)
Tel: 07 60 25 59 77. www.lebeauchien.com

Small single, clean and basic room. Own
access, with continental breakfast included.
Mael Carhaix. 25€ per night. Telephone:
0033(0)296293470.

HOUSE / PET SITTER Very reliable,
trustworthy, animal loving house sitter (cats,
chickens, dogs, goats, horses, sheep). Very
reasonable rates. Full references. SIRET
registered. brittanyhousesitting@gmail.com
(07 51 68 87 08).
Pontivy SPA/Animal Refuge near
Malguénac. Many beautiful dogs and cats
needing homes. Dog walkers also urgently
needed! Please help! Hours and directions
http://spapontivy.com

Art & Craft
Quilting In Peace Day Workshops to
learn different techniques. 25€ per person,
lunch included. Large stock of quality cotton
fabrics, threads, buttons and patterns. Shop
open every Monday & Tuesday 10-4pm and
open for workshops 5 Days a week.
Contact Lucy 02 96 56 15 49 E-mail
lucy@quiltinginpeace.com
www.quiltinginpeace.co.uk.
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Ty Gwennili Chambres d’Hôtes (Gîtes
de France 2 epis) Relaxed, quiet country
setting between Bourbriac and Callac, ideal
for walkers, cyclists, househunters short or
longer breaks. Tel: 02 96 45 73 46
www.brittanystopovers.eu
email: kerlouet@gmx.fr

Books / Cards

BY GEORGE! GOUAREC Limited edition
greetings cards, prints and TEA TOWELS!
GALERIE TRÉMEL, 15 RUE AU LIN, 22570
(just along from the pizzeria). Mon-Fri 9h12h & 14h-17h (closed Wed afternoons) Tel:
07 88 67 30 02 | info@bygeorge.fr |
www.bygeorge.fr

Building &
Property Services
See BUILDING & PROPERTY SERVICES
pp. 44-49, & 55

Decorating, wall / floor tiling, plaster
boarding, cladding. All areas covered.
Registered, 22 years experience, free
estimates, call Bob 02 97 51 20 57.
kingfisherbob@live.com

The Bookshop Huelgoat, New & Used
English & French Books, DVDs, Small Gift
Items and English Greeting Cards. Open
Wednesday - Saturday, 10am to 12.30 &
2.30pm to 6pm; Sunday 1.30pm to 5pm. 22
Route de Berrien, 29690 Huelgoat (situated
50m from the turning for the Intermarché
heading towards Berrien). 02 98 99 78 04
E-mail: bookworm22@live.co.uk

ALL YOUR PROPERTY NEEDS. All home
renovations and repairs undertaken from
loft conversions, kitchen and bathroom to
garden design, patios and landscaping.
Whatever your needs from extra sockets
to painting, give me a call: Gordon
0641445519 or email gordonlammie@
hotmail.com . French registered and
insured.

Brittany Handmade Greetings Cards.
Quality Handmade greetings cards for all
occasions. Card gallery available on our
website www.cardsinbrittany.com or phone
02 96 32 68 53 for more details.

Painting, decorating, ceramic floor &
wall tiling, property maintenance. Based
in St Tugdual 56540 covering 30km
around. Registered, references available.
0297273906 or 0695594301
jerryisaacs57@gmail.com

Greeting, Birthday, Anniversary,
Christmas Cards. Brittany Based. We offer
20,000+ Cards. From 1€ each - Hand
Written Service also available - Please visit
our Website www.englishcardsinfrance.net
Tel 02 97 60 27 21

Classified Advertising

Stephen Godwin Renovation: Repairs
and Maintenance. Re-pointing, Rendering.
Call 09 62 68 40 90 /07 82 39 29 41.
stephengodwin22@yahoo.com

25 words 3€
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Malcolm Morris, Painting & Decorating,
City & Guilds adv craft cert , EST 1980,
Interior & exterior, wallpapering, decorative
effects, Sign writing, wall tiling, Siret
841183155. 0604187598/+447950745905,
Gourin 56, malcolmgmorris@hotmail.com
Paul Duckworth, Joiner. All types of joinery
work undertaken, from fabrication to fitting.
Fully registered and insured. Tel: 02 98 78
26 09. E-mail: paul.duckworth@hotmail.com
Le-Bricoleur (22). Project Management,
property maintenance to DIY. Within 60
kilometres of Loudeac. No job too small or
too large. email: peter-le-bricoleur@hotmail.
com Blog: peter-le-bricoleur.blogspot.fr
Call Peter on 06 37 05 27 42.
Dr Bois. Wood treatment specialist.
Covering depts. 22, 35, 56. Tel: 02 96 83 97
49 / 06 58 04 51 46,
adrian.lenabaker@hotmail.fr.
Architectural drawings & planning
applications. Permis de construire,
declaration prealable, etc. Any size project.
Contact Arthur Cutler on 02 97 39 38 72.
www.frenchplans.com
Cullen Décor. Professional Decorating
Service. Lifetime experience, very
competitive prices. www.cullendecor.com.
06 04 10 88 22 / 06 04 02 35 43.

Courses
Smallholder courses and Taster
days. Collective of smallholders offering
practical, relevant courses and insights.
1 day tasters and 2 day courses. August,
September, October. www.facebook.com/pg/
afrinoonpermaculture/events/ or afrinoon@
gmail.com Tel: 0788113505.
Quilting In Peace Day Workshops to
learn different techniques. 25€ per person,
lunch included. Large stock of quality cotton
fabrics, threads, buttons and patterns. Shop
open every Monday & Tuesday 10-4pm and
open for workshops 5 Days a week.
Contact Lucy 02 96 56 15 49, E-mail
lucy@quiltinginpeace.com
www.quiltinginpeace.co.uk.
TAI CHI, MEDITATION & QIGONG: Gentle
exercise for relaxation and well-being. Tai
chi has many health benefits. Beginners
welcome to small weekly classes near
Corlay. 02 96 29 98 71
taichi.corlay@gmail.com

Courses - French
See HELP & ADVICE p. 10

Weekly and intensive courses. Small
groups. Qualified bilingual teacher.
Lessons of all levels from beginners to
advanced at AIKB, 3 rue Sénéchal, 22570
Gouarec. Contact 02 96 24 87 90,
aikb@wanadoo.fr.
French Tuition and Courses. All levels.
One to One, or small groups. 30km radius
Callac. Translation service also available.
Phone Nathalie on 06 34 13 08 21
nathalie.dimaggio@laposte.net.
www.dm-translation.com.
French classes, qualified teacher, all levels,
tailored to your needs, small groups or
private lessons at Kergrist Moelou. Peter
Mickelborough, 0296 365900,
peter@chatquilit.com

For Hire
MAN AND A VAN (bilingual): Pick-ups,
drop-offs, accompanied trips to Brico Depot
etc., house clearance, general rubbish
and garden waste clearance etc. Based in
Callac. Call Paul on 06 21 34 17 90 E-mail:
brittanymanandavan@gmail.com

For Sale
Firewood for sale: oak and beech
seasoned logs from 200€ per cord, near
Mur-de-Bretagne. Delivery possible. Mob
0044 7537 919 023 Tel 02 96 24 02 17
For Sale: Hay, small bales, 2.50€ each;
Straw, small bales, 2€ each; Wheat, organic,
10€ for 25kg. 02 98 93 42 49 /
06 30 68 61 69
Petrol strimmer & brush cutter - 30€;
MTD petrol chain saw - 40€; Petrol hedge
trimmer - 40€. All les than 4 years old and
includes manuals and oil. Area 56. Contact
jlidstone39@gmail.com
Golf Clubs - Taylor Made Ladies 1,3 & 5
woods plus head covers. Hardly used 60€
for all three. Area 56. Contact jlidstone39@
gmail.com
For Sale: We have a nice, well-painted
armoire (€200); a high-back, swivel chair
(€15); and a locking, 2 drawer filing cabinet
(€5) for sale in Cohiniac. Please email:
pete.denenberg@gmail.com

Classified Advertising
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Longère Yard Sale. Throughout August.
Dishwasher, fridge-freezers, washing
machines, tumble drier, tables, chairs, 5pc
suite, wardrobes, dressers, drawers, garden
maintenance equipment. Pontivy / Baud. Tel.
or email chatauranga7544@yahoo.co.uk
02 97 27 79 26.
Decathlon RC500 disc brake road bike.
Blue. Size L. Unwanted retirement present
in perfect / new condition. A bargain 550€.
Cleguerec. dave.hutchins1@gmail.com
For Sale: Two Folding Bikes, adult size,
with carry bags, little used, 90€.
02 98 16 75 63 Huelgoat.

Garden Services
See GARDENING pp. 40-41

PEST CONTROL SERVICE - Experienced
British Pest Control. Trained Operative.
Moles, Rats, Mice, Hornets, Wasps, etc.
Call 02 96 21 53 47 / 0681889724 after
6pm. damon.parry@sky.com. Fast friendly
service.
Traditional Mole Catcher, friendly, efficient
service. Within 40km of Pontivy. Also Traps
and tuition. Call Phil 06 81 57 93 66 / 02 97
25 30 99 or mr.taupe@orange.fr
J.W. Garden Service. Grass Cutting.
Strimming.Hedges. Garden & House
Clearance. 06 02 39 90 51.
MY GARDEN HELPER. Help with gardens,
windows-cleaning, eco-projects, re-wilding,
outdoor maintenance, keyholding etc.
Cleguerec + 20km. Contact Carina mygardenhelper56@gmail.com or phone
06 38 13 26 44
Grass cutting, gardening, hedge trimming,
property maintenance, key holding. Based
in St Tugdual 56540 covering 30km
around. Registered, references available.
0297273906 or 0695594301
jerryisaacs57@gmail.com
GARDEN SERVICES / GENERAL
HANDYMAN. Strimming, hedge and
treework, tree surgery. Garden waste,
rubbish and house clearance. Morlaix,
Huelgoat, Carhaix and surrounding areas.
Call Steve 06 02 35 57 87
Grass cutting / Landscaping. Garden
like a jungle or just needs maintaining?
From small garden to 10 Hectares, one off
or regular maintenance. Including hedge
cutting, stump removal, digger/tipper. Shaun
02 96 29 01 87 Mob: 06 95 85 56 06.
Pasture / Field cutting: small tractor
with topper, small and medium size fields.
Wood chipping services for small/medium
jobs. 50km radius from Le Faouët. Tel:
0749203197 or afrinoon@gmail.com

25 words 3€

Classified
Maintenance ~ General Handyman ~
Years of Experience ~ No job too small.
Strimming, edge cutting, hedge trimming,
wallpaper stripping. Registered and insured.
Give Pete a call: 02 96 21 87 32 (eve 6-7,
am 10-11).
Grass cutting. Established for 11 years.
Cut every 2 wks / 3 wks / 4wks. Regular or
one-offs. Within 30km Corlay. Free quotes.
Tel: 02 96 24 55 30
MAN AND A VAN (bilingual): Pick-ups,
drop-offs, accompanied trips to Brico Depot
etc., house clearance, general rubbish
and garden waste clearance etc. Based in
Callac. Call Paul on 06 21 34 17 90. E-mail:
brittanymanandavan@gmail.com
Garden and home maintenance,
registered and reliable, Mowing, strimming,
hedge cutting, rotavating, fencing, clearing.
Areas 22/56. Roy +44 7789 253149 /
06 76 51 27 35.
Email: arkaygroundworks@hotmail.co.uk
Hazlewood Property Management,
friendly, reliable, professional service for
your home & garden, experienced in all
aspects of garden care, security checks,
changeovers & key holding etc. Fully
registered. References available. Contact
Sam & Steve 0642379061 /
dustifyoumust@hotmail.co.uk
Qualified Gardener: Maintenance,
design, and expert advice minimising
costs. Affordable rates, 30kms Guingamp.
Network of trusted trades people. 10
years in Brittany. Tel: Peter 02 96 21 72 05
peterchandler5@googlemail.com
Goldfinch Garden Services. General
garden maintenance, grass cutting,
strimming, rotavating, clearance. Call
Mike on: 06 68 09 75 59 Area covered
25km of Plounéour-Ménez 29410. email
goldfinchgardenservices@gmail.com

Health & Beauty
See HEALTH & BEAUTY p. 42

Sports massage and Aromatherapist.
Over 20 years experience, covering a
wide variety of ailments from simple stress
and tension to Sciatica, MS, and arthritis.
Fully qualified and registered. Please
see my Facebook page for more details
and my reviews. https://m.facebook.com/
MassageInBrittany/ Massage in Brittany with
Nicola Jayne Gardiner. 02 96 91 61 55 /
06 51 65 73 64.. Carnoët.
Klassic Kuts By Karen. Please Call 02 56
33 50 11 or 06 35 95 05 37 for your next
hair appointment. I cover a 50km radius of
Le Faouët.

COUNSELLING: COUNSELLING
SERVICE The Listening Sanctuary Offers
a confidential and tranquil environment for
Counselling and Hypnotherapy Jacqueline
Spence 02 96 29 70 37 jacqueline@
counsellingservice.eu
www.counsellingservice.eu
HYPNOTHERAPY Quit Smoking, Lose
Excess Weight, Overcome Phobias the
easy way. For further information... Contact
The Listening Sanctuary: jacqueline@
counsellingservice.eu 02 96 29 70 37.
www.counselllingservice.eu
Caroline Lotoux, English- speaking
psychotherapist, is in Maël-Carhaix (22)
on Mondays and Fridays and in Ploërdut
(56) on Tuesdays and Thursdays (medical
offices). Phone : 02 56 25 11 68.
www.caroline-lotoux.fr
Viniyoga course in Maël-Carhaix for
English-speaking people, Saturdays 11am,
Salle Kerfers (behind the school). Starting
on 5th September. Info: Ann Boudart
0771008608 or ann.boudart@gmail.com
Counsellor/Psychotherapist, Peter
Mickelborough, formerly British Association
for Counselling and Psychotherapy Senior
Registered Practitioner, for individuals or
couples, Central Brittany, 02 96 36 59 00,
peter@chatquilit.com

Leisure
Would your writers’ Circle be interested
in joining the TRIPLE TWINNING TEAM’s
Competition to represent France in a friendly
against Great Britain and Spain?
Contact dmarvin@hotmail.co.uk

Services
TECHNICURE. Wi-Fi Installation / Netflix
set-up / Computer Repairs / Anti-Virus /
Tablet & Phone set-up & help.
06-02-39-90-51 /
technicure2020@gmail.com
CLEANER / HOME HELPER Carhaix,
Morlaix, Huelgoat and surrounding areas.
Call Anita on 06 04 06 93 79
MAN AND A VAN (bilingual): Pick-ups,
drop-offs, accompanied trips to Brico Depot
etc., house clearance, general rubbish
and garden waste clearance etc. Based in
Callac. Call Paul on 06 21 34 17 90 email:
brittanymanandavan@gmail.com

Classified Advertising
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TOW BARS. Have your own tow bar fitted
at home. Buy your tow bar and electrics on
line, and I’ll come to you to fit them. Phone
06 44 00 20 68 / e mail:
clarkm747@yahoo.com for advice and
price. Ask for Mike.
Cleaning services : holiday homes and
private residences, key holding. Registered
and fully insured. Central Brittany area.
Contact Ailsa on 02 56 43 16 44 / 06 11 91
41 26 or ailsalinley@gmail.com
Here to Help. Cleaning - residential and
commercial. Gite change-overs. Keyholding.
Security checks. DIY. Tip runs. Free
estimates.Trustworthy. 30 years experience
in the UK. 30km radius of 22. Call Dave or
Pam: 06 33 47 58 57 / 07 86 344 019.
Girl Friday. Cleaning, Gîtes, ironing,
gardening, DIY, caring, shopping,
keyholding. Honest, trustworthy and reliable.
Callac area. Cheque emploi service.
Call Juliet on 06 04 01 54 31
If you need help with your paperwork, visits
to the authorities, phone calls, etc., please
ring Beatrix 07 80 59 26 76. Callac area.
Reasonable rates, registered A.E.
Helping Hands. Property Management,
key holding, security checks, gardening,
changeovers. Tailored to your needs. Tel:
Sarah or Danny: 09 71 38 34 84 / 07 85 95
04 81. helpinghands2care@gmail.com.
e-Paul: British-qualified Electrical Engineer.
English-speaking. Electrics, electronics, no
job too small, based near Rostrenen.
07 72 06 23 82 paulwad69@gmail.com.
Siret 84135738700015.
HANDYMAN AND A VAN + 14ft 3.5t
dropside trailer. Bilingual. Collections and
deliveries, plant/vehicle transport. Garden,
house, rubbish clearance. Areas 29/22. Call
Steve 06 02 35 57 87
LE BEAU CHIEN COUTURE / SEWING.
All sewing considered. Soft furnishings,
curtains, blinds, repairs, zip replacements.
Horse rugs, NZ rugs, leatherwork, cushions.
Pet collars, leads and head collars. Fiona 07
60 25 59 77 Corlay siret 52226624600019.
English speaking nurse covering 15km
radius of Huelgoat for home visits. Action
infirmières. Cabinet Emma Müller. 02 98 93
88 80. www.action-infirmieres .com. Open 7
days a week, 6am to 8pm
Clothing Alterations and Repairs.
Pamela Loy – Seamstress. pamfm1956@
gmail.com, mob: 0780 02 48 02. (Guiscriff)
Engineering Services: Laser cutting, 3D
printing, turning, milling. Designs, models,
parts ... made to your specification. Call
Richard 06 43 77 87 50.
www.servicesplouneour.net

25 words 3€
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Dave the Watchman: Watch batteries and
straps replaced while you wait. Quartz watch
repairs also undertaken. Batteries of all
types supplied. Find me at the CBJ sales, or
postal service available. 02 96 43 35 58.

Callac Cash: Man and van service

Delivery and collection service, for your items.
If you buy on Facebook, Leboncoin, or from
the Builders Merchant, etc., or if you sell an
item, we can pick up and deliver. Contact us
on 02 96 45 58 35
Facebook @ callac cash

Translation &
Advice
See HELP & ADVICE page 10

AIKB ‘Here to help’ - Information,
advice, contact with offices (tax, health,
employment, driving licences, vehicle
registration, etc), language help and
translation, integration projects, conferences
on current topics and cultural events. Free
service for members. Annual household
membership 40€ plus 10€ initial one-off
joining fee. 02 96 24 87 90,
aikb@wanadoo.fr, www.aikb.fr,
www.spotlightonbrittany.fr.
C. ROCK TRADUCTION: Translation
and assistance - business registration,
utilities, health assistance, buying and
selling, négociations, authorities, secretarial
help, call Charlotte on 0769936224 or
rookwoodcharlotte@outlook.fr.

Struggling with French administration
tasks? MAD’INTRAD, located in Callac,
written or verbal translation services
(water supply, electricity, contact with local
tradesmen …). Call Florence:
07 84 06 44 91 or 06 45 13 54 88
www.madintrad.com /
florence.madintrad@gmail.com

Vehicles for
Sale

WANTED: Mopeds / Motorcycles, running or
not, any condition considered. Cash waiting.
Call Steve: 09.73.28.69.11 / 06.02.39.90.51.
Wanted: 2005 onwards, Tidy and clean
repairable Cars, e.g. mechanical problems
maybe needing head gasket / turbo / timing
belt / clutch repairs, or something similar.
Please call: 02 97 38 62 82 or
ian.torode@orange.fr
Dead or dying ride on mowers, chainsaws,
strimmers etc. Tel Paul 02 96 24 92 93 or
paul@meinbenec.com

BMW R100RT Classic, 1995 motorbike,
last of the old boxers, 54,168miles. Fully
serviced, new battery. On SORN. Offers
please.
Email: graeme@graemematthews.com

Cars - page 53

Wanted: Person to replace double
glazed units in conservatory doors. The
glass units (2.5x 1.5m) in the aluminium
sliding doors need replacing as they have
“blown”. To date all suppliers (French)
contacted only want to sell us a complete
rebuild and it is only 12 years old! Please
make contact if you can do this (or can
recommend a supplier).
Tel 02 96 54 32 68.

Wanted
Moles: help / advice wanted to control /
eradicte moles. Should have experience of
dealing with the problem.
Tel. John: 02 96 54 32 68
Wanted dead or dying petrol, chainsaws,
hedge trimmers, strimmers, mowers,etc.
Fair price paid. The same available. Tel 06
34 95 18 34 or derekroberts69@gmail.com

Colour
Classified

Property

page 53
page 54
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Courses / For Sale / Animals / B&B /Gardening / Tractor work / Computers / Health / Services / Building & Property Services /
Translation & Language Courses / Vehicles / Property / Wanted
Send with cheque payable to ‘Central Brittany Journal’ to: Central Brittany Journal, BP4, 22160 CALLAC
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Yves Joncour Callac

Animal
Welfare

Kennels Dogs
and Cats

Classified
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● Individually

heated
boxes
● Exercise area
● Walks
● Visit before
booking

Kervégant 22160 Callac
02 96 45 59 22 / 06 78 01 87 95
www.epagneul-breton.com

Chât 'O' for Cats

Arc de Noë, Penkergoff, 56630 Langonnet
Our heated cattery has been designed for your
cat’s comfort and enjoyment. Cuddle time
being an important part of the daily routine.
Visitors welcome Limited dog accommodation

02 97 23 92 87 06 43 86 87 51
chatopourchats@gmail.com
English & French Purred

Certificat de capacite no. 56-292

Home from Home
for your dogs & cats.

● Heated, spacious accommodation
● Regular walks
● Collection service available

come and visit us 5 mins Gourin.
kimkirby56@gmail.com

Kim 02 97 23 79 36

certificat de capacite n.o. 56-324

Posh Paws

Rechou Vian
Plevin, 22340

Sarah
Smithurst

02 96 29 82 70

poshpawsdogroom@gmail.com

Dog Grooming
Short Bark and Sides

Dog Grooming Service

The full range covered, from bathing,
nail trimming to full clips
Please phone for an appointment

Rachael Jago 22160 Bulat Pestivien

02 96 13 19 39 / 06 48 07 18 60
jagorachael@gmail.com

horse massage
M-E WEBB

ME

MM C P

Certified Masterson Method Practitioner
Masterson Method beyond massage.
The gentle bodywork for the
well being of your Horse,
Pony or Donkey

Tel 02 96 29 88 44
e-mail maryellen.webb@orange.fr

I cover departments 29, 22 & 56 Registered & insured
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Gardening & Property Maintenance

SARL Magie
des Arbres
Tree Surgery

Working throughout Central Brittany

Central Brittany
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* All aspects of treework
* Hedgecutting
* Stumpgrinding
Insured
and qualified
*

Tree Surgery Wood Chipping
Stump Grinding Wood splitting

02 97 23 92 91

Qualified and insured
contact Graham Love for free quotation

Trois Feuilles

www.troisfeuilles.yolasite.com

Just ask for a free visit and quotation.

magie_des_arbres@outlook.fr
www.jardins.weebly.com

Pruning, Hedges and Gardens

02 97 27 17 14 / 06 74 91 90 00

troisfeuilles3@gmail.com facebook: troisfeuilles3

Les Chênes - Tree Surgery

• Tree Surgery & Felling • Wood chipping • Hedge trimming
• Fruit tree renovation and pruning • Stump grinding • Mobile saw mill
• Working throughout Brittany, areas 22, 35, 56 • Fully insured and qualified.

home - 02 96 56 39 53 / sms - 07 68 09 89 64

email - jamesaverty2050@gmail.com

Osment Elagage
All aspects of tree surgery
from formative pruning to
large dismantles.

v

Registered & Insured, Joshua Osment:

02 96 45 06 59 / 07 88 86 54 23
joshosment88@gmail.com

We Love Weeding

Reliable garden tidying
& housework.
20km radius of 22150.

Call Georgina on
07 86 65 36 43
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Gardening & Property Maintenance
Grown and Mown,
Brittany
Lawn mowing, hedge
trimming & general
garden maintenance

02 96 24 99 96

grownandmownbrittany@gmail.com

Escape to the Patio

Gardening & Maintenance Services
Mowing, hedging, ground clearance.
Also jet washing, DIY, gutter clearing.
13 yrs experience. Registered.

09 74 74 59 74 / 07 66 83 94 26

www.escapetothepatio.com guysor@hotmail.co.uk
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Hazlewood Property Management
dustifyoumust@hotmail.co.uk
Tel: 06 42 37 90 61

A friendly, reliable, professional service
Caring for your home, gite and garden
Fully experienced in - Garden care & maintenance,
Gite changeovers, Swimming pool/Hot tub care,
Key holding, Security checks etc.

Fully registered in France with references available.

Breizh Property Services
For all Garden Maintenance & Clearance,
Security checks & Key holding, French registered

Also, Mini digger & driver hire.

www.breizhpropertyservices.com

Tel: 07 80 03 75 36

E-mail: breizhpropertyservices@gmail.com

Professional
Gardener


07 68 69 06 69

Jenny Toomey

06 38 56 99 81


BRITTANY GARDEN DESIGNS

From Concept to Creation.
Planting Plans, Consultation, Concept Plans,
Full Garden Design Service.
Tel: 02 98 26 96 30
Mob: 07 80 00 95 67

www.brittanygardendesigns.com

and Mow
M o pservices
Husband and wife team.
The help you need At a price you can afford.

Btw Carhaix & Huelgoat - will travel! Contact Steve & Lea

09 62 67 45 52 / 0044 7931 339871
mopandmow@icloud.com

Fully registered & insured.

Pruning ● Weeding
● Mowing ●
Design ● Planting
● Hedgecutting ●
 Experienced & Reliable 
HUELGOAT AREA

APW GITE
& GARDEN

Key holding, Gite change overs, Security checks.
Grass cutting service.

Large overgrown grass and brambles
Weeding, strimming, fencing, tip runs.
Wood delivery 33/50cm supplied.

apw2.services@yahoo.com
02 96 29 68 63 / 07 80 47 45 02
Mael-Carhaix
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English Male Ex Salon Owner

HAIRDRESSERS
& BEAUTY

Salon based or at your Home
Specialising in Cutting, Colouring & Styling
Why not book a free consultation now

t: 02 97 27 64 27
e: jbuchanan123@btinternet.com

All types of hairdressing undertaken
Cutting / Colouring / Perming
Working within a 30km radius of Plouray (56)

Bed & Breakfast
Webb’s Of Glomel

Mobile
Hairdresser
I am at your service in
Huelgoat and its
surrounding areas

Mobile Hairdressing
Amanda Fox: 07 52 18 62 06
foxfamilyfox@aol.com

Liana

Tel: 06 66 38 31 11

New Advertisers p.12

Hair by Jon

Gems Nails Ongles

Mobile Nail service page 2

Architectural
Services

Bed & Breakfast
!"#$%$&%'(")$%*++,'-%.&%/$&)*01%#"1102$%1+/0)"+&-%
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RÉSEAU

Office Supplies

CALI PAGE

f

O F F I C E
Office Supplies Stationery Printers
Photocopying Art Materials

p

info@brittanyarchitecturalservices.fr

ZAE du Poher, Carhaix (near McDonald’s)

Tel: 02 98 93 04 10

Fax: 02 98 99 13 06

f rench
plans

e: enquiries@frenchplans.com

www.frenchplans.com
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Architectural Drawings
& Planning Applications

Conversions . Renovations . New Build
Extensions . Swimming Pools . Demolitions
Divison of Land . Any Size Property

Tel: 02 96 36 56 16

Contact
Arthur
Cutler
02 LOCARN
97 39 38 72
20 Place
du Centre,
22340

Classified 43
fuel

TimberTec Firewood
Grown In Brittany Sold In Brittany

Delivery 22, 29, 35, 56. Call or Email for a Quote 190€ – 220€ Per Cord
Milled Timber From Our Own Sawmill in Brittany.
Our Cut Timber milled to your spec:
Beams, Posts, Cladding - up to 8mtr lengths.
Find us on Facebook “timbertec” www.timbertec.fr
timbertec22@gmail.com Mobile 06 50 83 15 74

Kindling

20ltr net 3.95€
buy 4 and 1
free

Matt’s
Firewood
Quality seasoned Oak firewood
free delivery to your door*

Call Matt on 06 82 97 84 17
mjlovelock@gmail.com

www.mattsfirewood.com

*free delivery within 32km of my wood yard located near Scrignac

Technology
Services
Computer Bob

PC setup / General advice / Troubleshooting
Remote fixes over the internet.
Broadband / Internet security / Data recovery
PC servicing / Training / Virus removal
FREE, friendly telephone advice.
Website: www.computerbob.fr

Tel Bob: 02 96 36 63 25 / 06 58 11 27 00
email: info@computerbob.fr

www.pcbreakdownsos.com
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Petite Bricolage Property Services

Gardening, Property Maintenance
and Building Works.
Based La Trinite Porhoet

Tel: 09 69 80 88 45
email: kants82@gmail.com

Watson's Services
Handyman

For the jobs you don't want to do
French registered & insured

Mobile UK: 07591217457
Mobile Fr: 0644116224
karlbstd852@sky.com

Jordan Greenwood
Qualified Mason and Builder

Construction Renovations Alterations
Repairs & Demolition.

All aspects of building works. 25 yrs experience. Fully registered.
Based area 22 / 29 Central Brittany
Tel: 02 96 38 57 79
Mob: 07 49 48 38 91
email: jmlgreenwood@gmail.com

Cuccia Renovations

Renovations & Extensions.
Plumbing and Electrics.
Roofing & Stonework. Tiling & Parquet.

TDW Property
Maintenance & Garden
House, Gite or Holiday home maintenance
and change overs.
All DIY jobs considered however small.
Full range of gardening services.

Hourly rates. Covering South & Central Brittany 22,29,56

07 69 33 18 41
tdwpropertyservices@mail.com

Mark Elsden

Property Maintenance

Complete General Maintenance Service Available.
30 years experience in UK.
Realistic Rates. French registered & insured.

075 81 35 18 37 / 06 30 98 24 55
m.elsden@icloud.com

Vince Boon
Heating Solutions
Find us on Facebook

Eng: 06 02 68 64 90
Fr: 02 96 67 11 40 / 06 89 70 56 05

Woodburner installations

JNR Electrique

vince@vinceboon.com

French & English speaking Electrician,
Qualified and registered.
Installations, Rewires & Repairs
covering 22,35,56
email: jeannoelrouillard@gmail.com
mobile: 06 65 65 49 30 / 06 31 46 26 25

Sefton Byram

Decorating Services Interior/Exterior
and General Maintenance

35 years experience. Courteous & Reliable.
French registered and insured

email: seftonbyram@outlook.com

Mob: 06 64 56 74 58 Tel: 09 82 36 79 75
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Pellet / Biomass heaters
Water Cylinders

www.vinceboon.com
07 63 73 80 28

Septic Tanks

Email: lugue@hotmail.fr

Septic
Tanks
Emptied
LE VIDANGEUR BRETON

Septic Tanks Emptied and Cleaned

40 km radius of Carhaix

Tel: 02 98 99 55 27

Building & Property Services 45
Stuart Barker
Plastering & Building Services
After 30 yrs experience in the UK,
we are now offering a professional
plastering service in Brittany.
All work carried out to the highest
standard, references provided.
Free estimates. Areas 22, 29 & 56
French or UK materials

02 98 93 87 43 / 06 23 67 84 17
platrier.homeservice@hotmail.com

A.E. Building
Services

For all your building
projects from start
to finish.

* Plastering
* Attic conversions
* Complete renovations
No job too big or too small.
Fully French Registered & Insured

see website: www.edenbuilding.eu

Tel: 02 98 26 40 85 / 06 35 90 39 68

CULLENDECOR

Professional Decorators
with 30 years of experience
in all types of decorating.

Groundwork Septic Tanks

(Standard systems, Micro Stations, Compact Systems:
designed to meet the requirements of your site and soil type)
Systems brought up to Standard Help with planning issues.

Adherent to the ‘Charte Qualité du Conseil Général
10 Year Guarantee English Spoken
Free estimates & advice

Tel: Sébastien
06.86.44.12.92

Saint Nicodème argoattp@yahoo.fr

Paul Read PLASTERER

Rendering, Painting & Handyman
• Insulating cold rooms.
• Kitchens and Bathrooms.
• Modifying of older areas.
• Finishing that list of unfinished jobs

Registered in Rostrenen for 12 years (Eng & Fr references available)

Holiday homes and gardens cared for and maintained.

paulreadabc@gmail.com
02 96 29 36 62 / 06 37 30 03 88

For all your home renovation
projects & building works
in Brittany
General Builders, specialising in the renovation of
traditional Breton properties since 2006
● Full Home Renovation ● Barn & Loft Conversions
● Timber Framed Buildings ● Extensions ● Garages
3 Kerhouais 56590 Credin Email: info@bretonbuild.com
www.bretonbuild.com Tel: 02 97 38 57 61
Mobile: 06 78 04 20 63
bretonbuild1
Guaranteed work & Insurance

We are fully covered by emplyers, Public Liability and 10 years Guarantee for all works carried out.

Competitive, Reliable and Courteous

Mobile: 06 04 10 88 22
06 04 02 35 43
Web: www.cullendecor.com
E-mail: cullen.decor@outlook.fr

Stephen Godwin
Renovation

Repairs and Maintenance.
Re pointing, Rendering.

Call: 09 62 68 40 90 / 07 82 39 29 41
stephengodwin22@yahoo.com

Paul Duckworth
Joinery

Over 30 years experience in all aspects of woodworking
Doors, Staircases, inc spiral.
Traditional French style windows.
Velux windows fitted / re-glazed
All types of custom joinery.
From fabrication to fitting.
Free quotation. No job too small.
Tel: 02 98 78 26 09 paul.duckworth@hotmail.com
Fully registered and insured
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Dan Green

Spezet 29540
Light building / Maintenance.
Kitchens / Bathrooms. Tiling, Floors & Walls.
Plaster Boarding / Insulation / Plastering.
Masonry / Rendering.

02 98 93 95 33 / 06 36 06 97 49
green29540@yahoo.com

Jon Oram PLASTERING
Renovations - Restorations Extensions - Conversions.

Registered and French speaking

Plastering, Tiling, Lime & Cement Rendering & Pointing
Paving & Patio's, Internal & External Decoration
All Aspects of Work Undertaken

Tel: 02 98 99 77 46 / 06 25 78 93 63
e.mail: jonandorice@wanadoo.fr

Les Bons Voisins
Central Côtes-d’Armor

Peter and Julie Duggan
Property management and
chimney sweeping

. Keyholding
..Security Checks
.
Gardening

Changeovers

+33(0)2 96 29 96 94
peterandjulie@lbvfrance.com
Relax, we’ll take care of you

www.LBVfrance.com
established in 2002

flexible

. professional . trustworthy . value for money . experienced

BOWKER BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION.RENOVATION. DEMOLITION
REGISTERED GENERAL BUILDER
All Aspects of Building Works

Tel: 02 96 29 78 47
MOB: 0 6 4 5 1 1 1 6 5 4
25 yrs exp Based St-Nicolas-du-Pélem Area 22.

mark.bowker@wanadoo.fr

BRITTANY PVC

CHIMNEY SWEEPING
INSURED WITH ONE YEAR DECINEL FOR FLUES

DOUBLE / TRIPLE GLAZED
DOORS, WINDOWS & PORCHES

Complete Fitting Services

TEL: 02 96 25 15 98

Shutters available in any colour/design,
manual or electric
Doors supplied & fitted from 850€
Go to Facebook for recent
projects finished

freeman.nigel@rocketmail.com
web: www.baytreeconstruction.com

ajr.kerjoly@wanadoo.fr

tel: 02 96 29 48 24

LBV Ramonage

www.brittanypvc.com

Merv Davey
mobile:
+33 (0)7 80 32 06 16
registered member

www.instituteofchimneysweeps.com
professional

trustworthy

www.lbvfrance.com

competitive

experienced

established in 2002
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Experienced, registered and insured chimney sweep
4 Roscoat | 22340 Maël-Carhaix | Côtes-d’Armor
telephone: +33 (0)2 96 29 99 47
e: chimneysweep29@lbvfrance.com

seanhendicott.com

Inspections and chimney sweeping in Finistère & W Côtes-d’Armor
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Insured
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Experienced,

+33
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706363
CCTV
Inspections,
Smoke
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Stephen Loy Carpenter & Joiner
30 yrs experience. Traditionally qualified.
Bespoke furniture and
kitchens, custom joinery,
staircases and doors, etc.

Mobile: 07 80 02 48 03
Tel: 02 97 34 03 24

stephenloynz@gmail.com

Dan Lewis Plastering

Walls, Ceilings & Floors. French/Uk plasters.
Traditional lime & sand Renderings.
Stonework and Repointing.
Registered and French speaking
Will travel 1 hr radius from Merdrignac

Tel 02 96 80 46 18 / 06 40 75 12 47
Email buildingmatters@yahoo.co.uk

Vince Boon
Heating Solutions
Find us on Facebook

Water cylinders

Log Burner Installations
Pellet / Biomass heaters

vince@vinceboon.com
www.vinceboon.com
07 63 73 80 28

MJL Services Handyman

Kitchen/ Bathroom installations.
Wall and floor tiling.
Decking / carpentry. Dry lining.
20+ years experience. Callac based.

Contact Mark 07 85 96 70 92
mjlservicesfrance@gmail.com

MSL MULTI SERVICES

RENOVATIONS AND NEW PROPERTY

ELECTRICAL / TILING / PLASTERBOARD
MACONNERIE / TAPPISSERIE / UPHOLSTERY
FULLY REGISTERED AND INSURED
FREE QUOTE CALL 09 62 19 99 46 or 06 45 22 27 17
EMAIL MARK OAKLEY ON maintenance56@msn.com

S.P.Fishlock
Builders
& Roofers

Before

after

* Old and new work in slate & tiles
* Lead & Zinc work
* Guttering & down pipes.
* Velux & Dormer Windows
* Loft insulation
* Chimney stack pointed & rebuilt

02 96 84 93 27

stephen@fishlock.fr

www.roofersinbrittany.com Le Herisson, 22250 Rouillac

SEAN GOURLEY

ROOFING SPECIALIST
Building Services 25yrs experience
New Builds, Renovations, Repairs
Free Quotes All Work Guaranteed

02 98 26 97 36 / 06 76 60 96 65
seangourley45@gmail.com

Peter Jensen
Skilled Carpenter, Joiner
& Roofing Specialist

Get it right first time - Danish workmanship built to last.

New Builds, Renovations & Repairs.

Also: Floors, Stairs, Windows, Doors, Loft Conversions,
Velux & Dormers, Plasterboarding, Kitchens, etc.

10 year guarantee - Free quotes

Qualified Denmark 1989, in France since 2004

02 96 29 51 66

info@peterjensen.fr

www.peterjensen.fr

Raikes Couverture

Roofing specialist, Qualified in France

Fully registered & insured with 10 year guarantee
Renovations, repairs, velux...
Bradley RAIKES

raikes.couverture@gmail.com

TEL: 02 97 27 63 95
06 95 43 12 86
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Kingfisher

Decorating

Areas 22, 29 & 56 covered

Interior/Exterior
Wall & Floor tiling
Plasterboarding
Reasonable Prices
22 years experience

Free estimates

Bob: 02 97 51 20 57
kingfisherbob@live.com

David Dunn
12 years working in France,
registered & insured

General Maintenance
Decorating / Alterations,
Dry lining, Tiling,
Bathroom projects,
Roof repairs

Tel: 02 96 29 88 19
email: emillion40@aol.com
Free estimates
numerous references.

Dr bois
Wood treatment specialist

Covering depts 22, 35, & 56

T.A.Walker
Artisan Builder & Slate Roofer
Covering new builds, renovations, extensions
& loft conversions
Scaffolding, digger and dumper available
Excellent standard of work, free quotes
Full decennale 10 yr Insurance 30 years experience

Tel: Terry 0298781667 / 0676509640
Terry.walker@orange.fr

GOURIN MATÉRIAUX

decennial insurance. Big or little jobs.
Plouray 56770

Tel: 06 58 14 09 17

Dry Wall - Plastering
Taping & Jointing
Parquet flooring &
Floor & Wall Tiling

Bon Prix. Bon Service. Fully French Registered

07 81 36 00 54

nicholasmillington@msn.com

QU

gourin
matÉriaux

1) Bf8, threatening Bxg7 mate means that white either
gets checkmate or wins massive amounts of material.
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Electrician
Consuel & Edf translations.
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Solution: Chess Puzzle page 17

CA

Mon-Fri 8:30-12 & 2-6 Sat 8:30-12

IN

Opening hours:

UR

www.gourin-materiaux.fr

E-mail: gourin.materiaux@wanadoo.fr

GO

deliveries

R

Tools & Building Materials
Z.I. de Guernearc’h

Kerryelec

Floor...board ‘n’ Plastered

TRADE & DIY - ENGLISH STAFF

56110 GOURIN
Tel: 02 97 23 45 03

adrian.lenabaker@hotmail.fr

e-mail: kerryelec@gmail.com

BUILDERS MERCHANT

for the house and garden.

02 96 83 97 49
06 58 04 51 46

Vince Boon
Heating Solutions
Find us on Facebook

Oil boilers

Pellet / Biomass heaters

vince@vinceboon.com
www.vinceboon.com
07 63 73 80 28
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McMurray Electrician
Thistle Renovations Ltd. Steve
Chambre de Métiers registered artisan with
Timber treatment, Preventative & remedial

Plastering, Pointing &
all Interior Renovations

Based in France for 15 years
Fully Registered & insured

Phone Laurie Irving 06 14 42 10 91
Email: thistle22@orange.fr

D. Hall
Property
Maintenance

Repairs & Renovation
of kitchens, bathrooms,
living areas, outside spaces

Quality, friendly service.
Registered

Whole jobs or a helping hand
Call Dave on :

02 96 44 99 57
07 86 04 65 53

35 years experience.
For all your electrical installation requirements
in central Brittany, from an extra socket to a
complete renovation with Consuel certification.
Free quotes. References available.
Telephone 02 96 78 39 28 or 06 48 81 06 22
steve.mcmurray@orange.fr

Baytree Construction
Building & Renovation
Contact Nigel Freeman

DIGGER &
DRIVER

Septic tanks
drainage,
landscaping etc.

Rostrenen, Guerlesquin,
Carhaix area
Bilingual help and advice.
02 96 45 89 20/06 17 85 55 02

tressaint692@orange.fr

Central Brittany Mini Digger Hire
& Landscaping
Landscaping, Driveways,
Foundations, etc.

Rostrenen area • Darren White

+44 7968 329895
07 72 13 58 04
darrenwhite393@hotmail.co.uk
Fully registered and insured, Siret : 882 420 201 00015.

02 96 25 15 98

baytree.construction@yahoo.com
www.baytreeconstruction.com

T.E.C.S.

George McNee

Electrician
(French Registered)

Cotes d’Armor & Brittany Region
Contact: +33 (0)7 83 36 02 15
+44 (0)74 29 27 85 29
Email:
tecsfr@gmail.com

Paul Tandy Carpentry
covering 56

Over 30 years experience - honest & reliable.

All aspects of woodwork
undertaken. Small renovations.
Porcelain & Ceramic tiling.
Painting & Decorating.

Tel: 02 97 70 02 76

Email: ptandycarpentry@aol.com

ADH SERVICES TP
Groundwork, Driveways,
Field Clearance and
Maintenance, Landscaping,
Transport
(stone, sand & gravel etc.)
Adam Hobbs,
Based near
Callac.

06 04 45 88 79
adh.servicestp@gmail.com

l
Qualified
Pau nsonMason & Builder

Joh20 yrs experience of working for

French & English clients in Brittany.

Based in the centre of Brittany. Areas 56, 22 &29 covered

Contact info.

Tel 02 97 39 34 83

e-mail pauljohnson@free.fr
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Removals
S.W. Removals & Storage
Local, national and UK removals and
deliveries. Single items to full loads
Storage in Brittany
Secure drop-off point in UK
for onward delivery to France.

www.redvan.fr info@redvan.fr 06 87 89 94 76

Are you moving from Cornwall
to France or visa versa?

We specialise in small, quality removals &
deliveries from / to Cornwall & surrounding
areas to / from Normandy / Brittany / France

Call or email us for a free quote

+44 1726 815053 / 07974 180041

www.swremovalsandstorage.co.uk
email: info@swremovalsandstorage.co.uk

patrick-transports.com

Fully licenced & insured, bilingual man-and-a-van service for Deliveries, Collections & Removals.

02.56.43.16.44 or 06.13.25.26.62 info@patrick-transports.com

Watson European page 53

Roadrunners

heating

Remover & Courier
National & International.

WOODBURNERS

Base in Merdrignac (FR),
Manchester (UK), Murcia (SP).

Fix 02 57 72 01 00 Mobile 06 73 42 20 31
roadrunnersfr22@gmail.com fb: RoadRunners22

CBJ Quiz page 28
I: General Knowledge & Current Affairs
1) Anne Hidalgo
2) Beethoven
3) Keats
4) Cricket
5) Marcus Aurelius
6) Ennio Morricone
7) Plymouth Argyll
8) Aleph
9) Corsica; St Helena
10) Micheál Martin
II: Science & Nature
1) Gooseberry
2) Mercury
3) Nitrogen & ogygen
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Ash Grove Stoves
Supplier of Hunter & Parkray Stoves

Boiler versions available

Tel: 00 44 (0) 1392 861579
www.ashgrovestoves.com
sales@ashgrovestoves.com

4) O negative
5) Saturn
6) Neon (Ne)
7) Mendeleev
8) Reflex
9) False (it’s on a constructive
plate boundary)
10) song thrush
III: Landmarks in Brittany
1) Dinard
2) Brest
3) Vannes
4) Locuon
5) Morlaix
6) Barnanez
7) Les forges des Salles

8) Bon Repos
9) La Roche Jagu
10) Pontrieux
IV: Connections
1) The Brothers Karamazov
2) Fratres
3) Orville and Wilber Wright
4) The twins Romulus and Remus, founders of the City of
Rome
5) The Brothers Grimm
6) Brother
7) Jackie Charlton, Bobby Charlton
8) Brothers
9) Cain and Abel, respectively
10) Brothers

Classified 51
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English TV & Radio without subscription
French TNT via satellite or aerial
Digiboxes, Dishes & accessories
Recording & High Definition digiboxes
All new equipment, fully guaranteed
Catch-up / On-Demand TV
Sky viewing cards
Own equipment installed
Free, friendly advice given
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Call Trevor 02 97 27 58 50
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3334567.%558"+41,2
www.tvbrittany.com
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SKY+ & SKY HD

Upgrades From 100€
+ Digibox
sales@buyandsellstores.eu
22160 Callac

02.96.45.91.55

we will beat a genuine like 4 like quote

NEW SKY BOX

SKY+ HD

FREESAT+

FROM 170€

FROM 155€

FROM 285€

SKY DISHES FROM

40€

SKY SUBSCRIPTIONS
WITHOUT THE NEED OF A
UK ADDRESS, PHONE LINE
OR UK BANK ACCOUNT

INSTALLATIONS FROM 100€
DISH ALIGNMENT FROM 55€
FAULT FINDING CALL OUT FROM 55€

NOW AVAILABLE UK ON DEMAND SERVICES IN EUROPE (VPN)

2ND USER
SKY BOXES
FROM 50€
FREESAT
SD & HD
FROM 89€

Looking for a Home
ELTON
This month we are making a special appeal for a dog called Elton who is 11
years old. He is a German Pointer born on 25/01/2009.
We are actively looking for a home for him because he is very depressed in the
refuge. He is a sensitive dog who becomes very stressed when left on his own;
he is receiving treatment to help calm his anxiety whilst in the shelter.
Elton will need a family in which someone can be present with him at home all
day and where there are no other animals. He needs a securely-fenced garden
as he is still very active when outside. He has already been let down when a
previous adoption was cancelled.
If you can provide Elton with a warm and comfortable basket and would like to
offer him a home in his last days, please contact us at Liberté Pour Chiens on
02 96 72 26 53.
You can find information and photographs of many other dogs available for
adoption in the local refuges on the Liberte Pour Chiens facebook page.
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Car & Garage Services
and Garden Machinery
!

Buzzwood Automotive

!

Service - Repair - Welding - Diagnostics

Garage Torode
Car servicing - Car parts supplier

All Makes & Models
35 Years Experience - No Job Too Small

Contact PETER BUSBY

02 98 72 80 25 / 06 77 00 75 95
bussofrance@gmail.com

Based SCRIGNAC 29640

Tel: 02 97 38 62 82

Dave Chapman
Mobile Mechanic

dcautos29@gmail.com

e-mail: ian.torode@orange.fr



Garage Open Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm

MOBILE MECHANIC

Vehicle repairs and servicing
Brakes, towbars, electrics, clutches,
CT repairs, code reading, welding.

Also Garden Machinery: mowers, strimmers, chainsaws, etc.

35+ years experience. Mael-Carhaix area.

Mike Clark 06 44 00 20 68 (8am-6pm)
clarkm747@yahoo.com

H

AUTO

CENTRAL BRITTANY
MECHANIC (GUERN)
CARS, VANS, VSP’S
RIDE-ON/SELF PROPELLED MOWERS, etc.
CITRoeN 2CV SPECIALIST
SERVICE / REPAIR / ELECTRONIC DIAGNOSTIC
C&G QUALIFIED, 30+ YEARS EXPERIENCE
FULLY registered

CALL Simon Hart:

06 13 37 50 31

EMAIL: simonhbrittanymechanic@gmail.com
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MON-FRI 9am-6pm

DC AUTOS 29

07 68 06 15 62 / 02 98 27 91 63

Cars, Vans, Agricultural Equipment & Plant
Servicing, Diagnostics, Auto Electrics, Repairs,
Welding and Vehicle Recovery.

garden machinery
REPAIRS
Contact: Paul Heaton

02 96 24 92 93

paul@meinbenec.com
SIRET: 844 362 822 00018

Garden Machinery
Repairs and Sales

Contact Derek Roberts

06 34 95 18 34
derekroberts69@gmail.com
9 till 5 Monday to Friday
siret: 80146717600013

Garage Torode: The Garage will be closed
to all new work this August , Pressing work
commitments and summer holidays mean we
are unavailable from the 3rd until the 31st , I
am sorry for any inconvenience caused ,
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Classified

Solution: Bridge Puzzle 19
BBO Advanced Puzzle see page 24
♠ A32

♥ AK
West leads the Q♦ against
♦ 43
6NT. How should South play to
guarantee taking 5 tricks in clubs? ♣ K Q 10 8 7 6

With careful play
♠ 7654
♠ 10 9 8
N
,South can take
♥ Q 10 3 2
♥ 54
5 club tricks
E
♦ Q J 10 9 8 W
♦ 765
regardless of how ♣
♣ J9543
S
the suit divides.
After winning the
♠ KQJ
diamond lead, South should
♥ J9876
cross to the North hand
♦ AK2
and lead a low club off the
♣A2
dummy intending to pass it
if East follows small. When East has all 5 clubs (it would not
benefit him to play the 9♣), South’s safety play is necesssary. South can unblock the A♣, and two dummy entries
still exist to estabish and cash the clubs. If on the club lead
from dummy, East discards, South rises with the A♣. A club
finesse is taken next. A club trick will be surrrendered to
West, but the contract will be secure.If the clubs were3-2 or
4-1 an unnecessary trick might be lost in clubs. However, 5
club tricks will be certain as the A♣ K♣ and Q♣ will remove
all of the defenders’ remaining clubs.
Notice that leading the 10♣ from dummy on the first round of
the suit would be an equally effective safety play.

Colour Classified
25 words + picture 5€

REMOVAL

& STORAGE

OUR SPECIALISED VEHICLES C
CAN
ACCOMMODATE
ATE FULL OR PA
A
P
RTIAL
PARTIAL
HOME REMOVA
V LS, CARS, CARAV
VA
AVA
AV
VANS
REMOVALS,
CARAVANS
AND MUCH MUCH MORE.

CALL TODAY
A
AY

OFFICE: 0044 (0) 1522 569 099
ANDY:
ANDY
DY:
DY
Y: 0044 (0) 7876 504 547
DAVE:
A
AVE:
0044 (0) 7515 722 772

EMAIL: ENQUIRY@WATSONEUROPEAN.CO.UK

UK & INTERNAT
INTERNATIONAL
A IONAL REMOV
AT
REMOVAL
EMOVA
EMOV
VAL
USE OUR ONLINE ENQUIRY
R PA
RY
P
PAGE
GE FOR A NO OBLIGAT
OBLIGATION
A ION QUOTE
AT

WWW.WATSONEUROPEAN.CO.UK
WWW.WATSONEUROPEA
A
ATSONEUROPEA
N.CO.UK

Historic 1964 Red
MGB Roadster, R.H.D,
original registration, little
used over the last 12
years. 11,950€. Located
Locminé 56. Mobile:
0044 793110 1718

2000 Renault Twingo Automatic
1,800€ (or near offer). New tyres
2019, tow bar, petrol. Excellent
condition, serviced and new CT.
Contact Rodney on 06 14 01 25
94. (please note I have very poor
French so SMS is better).

60 DAYS FREE

Vauxhall Astra Ecoflex S&S
2012 RHD Diesel, just 89,000
miles. New battery, clutch and
headlights. New CT from July
2020. 4,200€. Vannes-56.
Mobile +33 7 49 42 52 91.

PLANTS FOR
SALE

Le Grand Crenard
Nursery, Crenard Bras
22570 Lescouet-Gouarec.
Contact Marie – 02 96
24 93 62 bowen.ken@
hotmail.co.uk
gps 48.168594,-3.191085.

2010 Mini convertible,
just 44000miles
Lovely condition , 7000€
Contact:ian.torode@orange.fr ,
0297 386 282 (9am to 5pm)
facebook /garagesilfiac/
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54 Property
Wanted: House to Rent

Property Wanted

Professional couple (no children) looking to rent a
three bed+ house, furnished or unfurnished for 12
months, whilst longer term plans are formulated.

I am searching for property for a client , who is looking for a
holiday home of 1 or 2 bedrooms. Areas 22 & 29. Please contact me if
you are looking to sell. Tel no: 06 74 23 75 70 or
janetwilliams@leggett.fr

Ideally located between Guingamp and Morlaix and
preferably but not essentially north of the N12.
An attached dependence which could be used
as an artist’s studio would be a bonus but not essential. We would also like to bring our small very
well-trained Cockapoo dog.

Property Wanted to Rent: Single woman, reliable, trustworthy, in her
early sixties, looking for a new home between Carhaix, Guémené-surScorff and Pontivy. Ideally in a hamlet, in the middle of nature, with
good neighbours. Preferably dry, sunny, cosy and warm, with a wood
stove, with main rooms on ground floor, and roughly 120m2. Must
have good mobile phone reception and internet. Please call Anne
0033 (0)6 38 89 08 20 or e-mail (with pictures) to
morganne.61@gmail.com

Looking to move into the property between end
September to late October 2020 but there is some
flexibility.

Please email details to:
markleader23@btinternet.com
or text contact details to:
+44 (0) 7770 596926
or phone 02 96 54 32 68

Wanted: Properties For Sale in Central Brittany within
30 minutes drive from Josselin. Leggett Immobilier.
email:susan.roberts@leggett.fr / Mobile 06 20 44 12 30.
Wanted: Properties For Sale in Central Brittany within a
35 min drive from Loudeac. Agent for Leggett Immobilier.
E-mail: sbichard@leggett.fr / Mobile: 0650012968.

Puzzle Answer: Pi and Maths (Page 15)
Only about 6.28 metres. The radius would only
increase by 1 metre – or 2 metres diameter increase
– so as Circumference = 2 π x radius, the increase
would be 2 π (6.28...) x 1 metres. Or for the rebel
mathematicians τ metres.

Wanted. Properties to sell in Bourbriac, Pont Melvez,
Guingamp, Lannion, Perros, Paimpol, Plestin-les-Grèves
& surrounding areas. Agent for Bel Air Homes Agence
Immobillier. Lo-Cost Commission. nick@bel-air-homes.fr

Telephone: 0033 (0) 2 97 27 01 71
Mobile: 0033 (0) 6 77 35 67 34
Mon-Sat - 9:30am-6pm

www.properties-brittany.com
bel-air-homes@orange.fr

Bel Air Homes - Low Cost Estate Agency
Sales 2.5 % Commission

Plouray
25,500€
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Kernascléden
133,250€

Moustoir-Remungol
235,750€

Building Services 55
Marks Woodwork

seanhendicott.com

Carpenter / Joiner

For all your interior & exterior woodwork projects.

Tel:
02 97 51 34 20 (Bubry 56)
Mob: 06 77 97 40 24

Staircases (made to measure) Cupboards & wardrobes
Furniture repairs
Small renovations
Velux Windows
Loft Conversions
Roof and Dormer construction
Door / Window fitting
Plasterboarding 30yrs experience
www.woodworkbymark.com

Brittany Suppliers for ESSE & HUNTER

Specialising in heating & cooking
with Wood & Pellet
RANGE COOKERS, STOVES,
WOODBURNERS & BOILERS.

06 59 00 66 12

karen.hendicott@wanadoo.fr

Rest Parkou 29246 Poullaouen
No SIRET 452 697 586 00015 TVA FR 81 452 697 586

Decennale Insurance No. 291273308 K 001

FLEX-ELEC
ELECTRICIAN

installations, rewires, repairs,
electric heaters, water heaters

CONSUEL certificates & ERDF connections arranged

French registered, qualified electrician

www.brittanygates.com
robrivett@gmail.com

Bourbriac (22dpt)

email: bruce.knight@orange.fr

SIRET 520 895 798

Fencing & Gates

call Bruce Knight
tel: 02 98 86 96 60
mob: 06 40 56 95 37
covering departments 29, 22, 56

02 96 43 67 16 / 06 72 67 04 93

Gas heating specialist, boiler installations & servicing,
underfloor heating, unvented hot water,
solar thermal hot water, full bathroom design and
installation service, general plumbing.
Based in Brittany for 8 years in Dept. 56 nr. Josselin
Full Assurance Decennale

Tel: 07 67 41 23 56

email: jamiewilliams1176@gmail.com

Single room to total renovation
Full decennial insurance

Visit our previous works or visit us on site!
Covering departments 22 and 56

MC Rénovation

Creative Living Space
T: 02 97 70 40 02
E: matthew.chalk@wanadoo.fr
W: www.mc-renovation.com
CBJ Online Business Directory

A r t i s a n s yo u c a n T r u s t
w w w . a r t i s a n ce n t ra l . f r

The CBJ online business directory lists advertisers by
category, contains quick links to advertisers' websites,
and allows you to send messages direct to advertisers

www.thecbj.com/business-directory
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Menhirs de Tingoff / Menhirs du Pont

Several stones standing and recumbents in a pleasant park opposite a distillery. There are other sites
of interest nearby, including a roman bath house. Plomelin, Finistère (nr Quimper)
Melvyn Card

FR: 1€

GENERALI FRANCE
assurances

Yves
de Reviers
All Types of Insurance

Car House Health
Investments Retirement
Fluent English Spoken

7, rue des Portes – 22160 Callac

02 96 45 51 15

callac@agence.generali.fr
No. ORIAS: 07035059

